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Behavior Modification for Teachers

In 1969, in the Department of Counseling and Personnel Services in the

College of Education, the School Psychology Specialty Area came under the direc-

tion of Dr. Donald K. Pumroy. Shortly after, it was decided that one of its

primary missions would be to disseminate knowledge of behavior modification prin-

ciples to both pre-service and in-service teachers. This goal was deemed as suf-

ficiently important to establish a program with this function in mind.

The main thrust of the program has been carried out in the course called

the Active Student Participation Program (A.S.P.P.). This course has been taught

since the fall of 1971 and approximately 81 in-service teachers have completed

it. This course presents the didactic material on behavior modification. The

teacher also applies the behavioral principles in her class. While the course

is probably the most important aspect of the program, there have been, and are,

a variety of other ways in which behavior modification principles are taught to

both prospective and in-service teachers (i.e. workshops, presentations, and

consultations). For each of these efforts, the goal is the same: to familiar-

ize teachers with behavior modification principles. The content of each presen-

tation is also the same, varying only in the amount of knowledge that is com-

municated.

The program has been well received by the participants. Teachers report

that they are better able to reduce inattentive and disruptive behaviors of

the children and, thus, better help children learn the appropriate social skills

and academic material.

Budgetary support for this program is modest, consisting of one protean

sional position (Dr. Pumroy) and one graduate assistant. Much of the in-service

education was conducted by Dr. Pumroy and his advanced graduate students with-

out specific financial support from the Department or College.
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PREFACE

The case material is presented in four section. The first

section presents the teaching of behavior modification to teach-

err of preschool children. The overview of the work done is fol-

lowed by an appendix which presents annual reports, a research

project and a proposal for a Hcadstart project. The second sec-

tion concerns the work done with teachers in the public schools.

Again, an overview of what has been done and planned is present-

ed and followed by appropriate documents in the appendix. The

third section is about the work done with prospective teachers

and is followed with a report on such an effort. The fourth, and

last section, presents the material on the evaluation of the pro-

'gram of teaching behavior modification to teachers.



Sc.CTION 1.1.0

Behavior Medification taught

to teachers of preschool children.



Section 1.1.0

Behavior Modification Taught to
Teachers of Preschool Children

Over the last few decades more and more emphasis has been placed

on the learning of preschool children. Knowledge from the psychological

laboratories has pointed up the importance of earlier learning and this

importance has been reflected in various projects such as the Head Start

Program. One outstanding value of working with children at this level

is that they have had little time to practice undesirable behavior and,

consequently, the application of behavior modification principles can

modify behavior in a relatively short period of time. By modifying the

behavior of the child at this early age, there is a reduced likelihood

that the behavior will persist and, eventually, be a more serious and

a more deeply ingrained problem.

The interaction with those in the School Psychology Program and

preschool teachers has taken place in a variety of situations. The

activities are divided into three areas: Work that took place in the

past (i.e. before July 1972), work currently underway for the Fall

semester 1972, and plans for the future.

1.2 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

1.2.1 Maryland Council of Participating Parents, Nursery Schools Inc.

For three years (1969-70, 1970-71, 1971-72) those in the School Psychology

Program have worked with the teachers presenting principles of behavior

modification. The usual procedure was to meet with the teachers monthly

for more didactic presentations, while individuals would visit the

individual school to help teach the principles in an applied setting.

The number of teachers that took part each year was as follows: 1969-70, 15 ;
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1970-71, 12 ; 1971-72, 10 Annual reports for each year are included

at the end of this section. Also included is an article on "response

cost" that was developed while working with one of the teachers.

1.2.2 Maryland 4 C's (Communit: Centered Child Care) Committee.

The School Psychology Program has been represented on the Advisory

Council and on tha Research Committee. At the annual meeting, held in

the Spring of 1972, a presentation was made on the application of behavior

modification principles applied to preschool children. Approximately 120

were in attendance.

1.2.3 Annual meeting of the Maryland Council for Participating_ Parents

Nursery Ichools,

Thio re.::.t!ne 1-.^1d in the rpring of 1972, had a workshop presented

by representatives in the School Psychology Program. The presentation

consisted of a lecture on the application of behavior modification

principles followed by question and answer period. There were approximately

15 teachers and 15 parents in attendance.

1.2.4 PTA Presentations

As the teachers must, and should, be responsive to the parents of

the children in the school, it seemed most important that the parents

have some exposure to the behavioral approach. In this vsy questions

or problems that might arise for the teacher in dealing with parents

about behavior modification can be reduced because the parent has some

sophistication. Consequently, School Psychology personnel have given

PTA talks on behavior modification. These talks to nursery school PTA's
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have 1:en given J.uring the academic years by School Psychology personnel

and m =-.y of these presentations have been arranged by the University

Speaker's Blreflu.

1.3.0 WORK CURRENTLY UNDERWAY IN THE FALL 1972

1.3.1 Maryland Council of Participating Parents Nursery School, Inc.

r..7r.is program Will continue as it has in the past. School Psychology

persc: el will meet monthly with the teachers and also will visit the

individ.J.al schools to work with the teachers. As some of the teachers have

become fairly knowledgable about the behavioral principles they will be

invol- d in the teaching of the new teachers.

,nild Care Center, Inc.

This is a nursery school in Rockville, Maryland. The School

Psychology Program is represented on the Board of Directors and plans

are underway to help the Board first, and then the teachers, to under-

stand ,.'ne principles of behavior modification.

1.3.3 Maryland 4 C's (Community Centered Child Care) Committee

The School Psychology Program continues to be represented on the

Advisc ;y Board and the Research Committee. When appropriate, in problems

that arise in these committee meetings, the behavioral approach is

presented and explained.

1.4 FUTURE PLANS

1.4.1 '3ead Start PrOgram
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Approval has been requested by the regional psychologist for

working with the teachers of the Head Start Program in Annapolis,

Maryland. Such a proposal has been developed and submitted for review.

Its main focus is on conducting a behavior modification workshop for

the teachers followed by regular consultation. A copy of the proposal

is included at the end of this section.

1.4.2 Maryland 4 C's (Community Centered Child Care) Committee

Plans are underway to prepare a workshop on behavior modification

for the teachers in Day Care Centers and nursery schools. This workshop

is to be carefully programmed with detailed written material and slide

presentation. By having the program carefully detailed it can be presented

by individuals who have had less experience in presenting a workshop.

It also has the advantage of revealing flaws in the program so that they

can be eliminated in future presentations.



APPENDIX FOR SECTION 1.0

Behavior Modification taught to teachers
of preschool children.

1.5.1 Annual Report for the Psychological Services
Program for the Maryland Council of Participating
Parents Nursery Schools, Inc. for 1969-70.

1.5.2 Annual Report for the Psychological Services
Program for the Maryland Council of Participating
Parents Nursery School. 1970-72

1.5.3 Annual Report for the Psychological Services
Program for the Maryland Council of Nxticipating
Parents Nursery Schools, Inc. for 1971-72.

1.5.4 A response-cost technique: good economics in the
control of disruptive behavior by Charles Kerns.

1.5.5 Proposal for Consultation with Annapolis
Headstart Program.



1.5.1

Annual Report for the Psychologlesl Services Program ter the
ar,rz. :en cf t.3 r WV., 7re. .* 3 .

Donald K. Puiroy

Since the old fifties pesmionieg.eal services have bees provided for the
teacher of the childrem of the wormy easels is the ..roil. The aim bee
boss to hsvt psychologist esesult with the teemmes about problems they
fees with the abildrea. Obviously. over time, diffirest psysbelmoists haw
bees hired and sesh hes presented his eon orientation. Is the pest two
different payvipolsoiste have been employed et the same time. One who wee
responsible for as afternoon eeminar plus three visits to eesh *shoot sub-
e cribLee.

ml (peened psyshelegist held a meeting is the menial' as a moothly basis
with the timbers to discuss problem eases. Wrier 109-70 the perehe/o41,61
services program was eemlnoto4 is a moms shot different mummer. Dr. Denali
%mar from the thsiverolt of 4hrvLem4 esmdmeto4 both the afternoon and 0,001119
session while the visits to the Wool gore smile by his students. The
& protium* was also a diffiviet ass tram the pest, as the appraise) preempted
ties bees a beheverel ate.

Duriag the seedenie year widows were remdmeted by Dr. Pommy oreem4
the first Wednesday of sash smith (Oet., One ..Jr.. rib. lereh, April).Due presentation w mode Ls the afternoon et the OsekvilLe Prshytoree
Cherie and awe in the evening at the Northwood Preebyteres Churek. Theg uidons paid total of 187 'ults to the *shoals. lime sash reesived em
oversee of IP.) visite per year. Some of the selmels had mere visits %Iris the
other seheel ?sr several ressems. Ome woad be the students assigned to that
seheel had treble sehedeling appeasements bemire of smells% snob asadversity clamps*. ilesemdly, same of the towhees stated that they have
M sr as problem chest whieh they were seneereed and eameequelly the studentfelt eat needed. Theme students usually thee tended te speed mere time atmeths, mama to whisk they had bees amilood *are the toolbars 01110.0100dsewers above same et the Ohildres.

Ihe behemeral view wee preeemied is Lester, I. the Washers mod thestudents', has owed this same eppreesh imwesidadtwith the teedhere le thesebsels. lire oast et She behmeteral appeal& states tint amp problem the
Welsher tomes ems be viewed Le terms it the easel's belmeter. lints the childvie is My mihibite beherier if plying by bileelt, let tidat to ethers sadso on. The amoremeive Al la sham imitevier et hitting pushias. Shevinc etc.10en toilet %Weise see be amweed as ~tale behaviors that should takegoes is mortals Unties at partleular has Oese the problem is wired
behaviorally the nest step is I. use *ems of She leaning teebeiello to'hew the freemen!, et the behaviors, either te thermos er degrees* them.
!lies with the shy child desertbed earlier. he shag& dooreaso the behavior. ofOaring alone and teeromme the behaviors if Whist to others. As elbowsimples mold be viewed is the sans rte. Several ether ueethl Weenie/rvimeiples were presented La the Lectures nerd demonstrated by the etedeetsin the glasses. t of these problems were'

1. Helping the teacher with the problem of witted her Peer year allglass to start poetise as their emits amp be realer to joie their ear peelweeps at the @Lee. of eehie4 each rife



P. Hdapinm the teacher achieve more lulet duriar rest tinr so
those chtlores who wanted to could listen to the story records that VOT

3. Melping child who isolated himself during story time to Dart.,
more in the group and im6eract more with the other children.

h. Ouggeetimg methods of toilet trelaiar to morther of a 3 year old
who wee having prelims at home.

S. lielpiag teacher work with shy girl who did met speak and rarely
participated is activities.

(. Working with teeeher who had boy is her class who would spend
all of his free time dressing up is woms clothes.

T. helping teeeher chew the behavior of a boy who was frequently
hitise and pueblos the other children.

6. Melpier teacher work with a 3 year old boy In his adjustment to
nursery school. laitilly he would not stay unless his mother *toyed and If
she left he would throw temper tantrum.

V. Nelpie teacher esteemed shout little girl who would pay
attemtlem to pertieular task for only a short period.

The point stressed throughout the year wee the teachers were is the best
positions to define problems the ihildrem displayed amd it wee the psychologist
role to help to solve the problems the towbars observed.

As with amp program there should be molls
evalwalinottlietillarit offbetivenase. Per a 'grisly of reasons
a oeref011y designed thereugh evoleaties we dome. Nemover, qmsetioncalro
eskime for the amememous ohm amts from all the Washers involved wee die -
tribused to them. /he Mosher, oho attended the Last session eempleted the
questionnaire at that time. 'Or the reet of the %ambers immetlimmaire was
beet to the director of the schools alms with a raters address sad staafod
enveleve. Of the easels involved 1S Meehan responded. Omni %sober wee
oohed to rate the helptslasss et the program is five point peals. 'three of
the estate .ere Liblelled; 1 nee at all belpfui, 3 somewhat beipfUl, S very
helpftl. the 'Ober two potato (a mod h) Odle mot labelled refloated the
helpfu/aeoe of the program rated between land 3 or 1 erred S. The number dr
washers rependiag et sea of these levels mg.

Number of teeehere rospendime
net et all helpful 1 0

0 1

wigwam helpfti 3 3

very belpfhl

total
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Thum most of the teachers viewed it as helpful in their work with the
children. The average rating (mean) would be at the 4 level. The teachers
were asked to comment an the program in terms, some of the comments were:

hanged er attitude and approach to a large extent vith regard to
both in the classroom and at home."

"A little more opportunity to do same research in the classroom.'.

"I find the individual help Ive been getting in the classroom most
valuable."

''Mould prefer to have direct contact with psychologist for school visits.

"More discussion pertinent to pesetas= that soy lead to educational
problems later om."

"I have tried to apply much of the ideas on 'Changing behavior' -it
has giver is more tactics to use."

""!is has bees a totally mew immesh for sestrolling behavior. It has
required a samplete shift in m thimkimg and umderoteeding of hew to dell
with praises. I ~inns to feel that behavior is :paused and that cause
should be dealt with also."

As this was the first year of a
somewhat di preeedsre astsraly there were some problems:

A. MismadarstndLas ehIN& the suMber of visits to be paid to the
llama by the the softest sailed for three visits per
sebeel bet it later evidsmt that same Wheels had mem more
shildram than ethers and esmseqmsntly vomited mere visits.

D. Sams toolbars probably bosom of their preview emperianne. Spit
that the pnyebalagit should 'epee the problem eltildremarlemamt
them set to the lessber. our vise ems tbet the toolbar had sum
more esetast with the shildrea and weld be Am a mush batter
position to detest priblems than a psyshalesist lobo vas may
maims foe visits to the sabsel.

C. some towbars thought the gmyebelegist should see wises
diainsetie taste to evelsete the skilless and than prem. a report
Nor the teacher.

D. Some teachers 'rehab', basses@ of the 'Inflict batmen the new
behentsral a/mesh and their oppress.' (frequently a mood theory
apprised,/ preferred est to leers the bahanteral afel000t. or to
apply air beheetersl telbmiqess in thin mdse. Om the ether
hand same cf the Seashore (AM Moore to be a WorttY Joolloc
from the evaluation questionnaires) were able to mmderstead,u.
and appreeisle the beheetaral apprameh.

X. Perhaps related to *he above is the paint Seen of the toolbar* were
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not able to attend all of the seminars. As the material discussed
in the seminars vere cumulative some of the teachers missed part of
the material. In some cases a review was presented but this caused
some dissatisfaction among those who had already learned the

material.

F. While the role of the psychologist was to work with *,
their dealing with the children it later became appar ti

teachers wanted to talk about their interactions with
This was not covered during the year.

Flap_ for '70-'71: Prom the experiences learned during the past year
certain changes and new projects will be pursued:

1. Now that some of the teachers are famdlar with the program they
can be used to help explain the approach to others. The teachers

are in a good position to help with the teaching of the approach
because they understand the problems that arise in the nursery

ochool.

2. Some bitter procedure should be worked out to evaluate the program
and how it might be improved.

3. A focus should be placed on keeping the teacher imaeraction with
the parents so that MItiMM %mints may be made ammliable to
the child.

in

4. A grimmer emphesim me mess: sensitive behavior of the child. For the
most pert 411.6111 110-'70101, emus was on disruptime deviant behavtars.
Same ememplem of ammo pemetive behavior would be dmwelopment of
motor skills, lemming hoe to interact with othem-children,
development et vesibel &MU, lemming some of the basic behavior
them are teeerummer of weeding skills.

5. Mulles the year some peremis oohed about help mitt their children 'a
problems. Little time wee @tellable so little wommrems dome. Next

year how some work night be dome with interested permute might be
explored.

Overall it bap been a challenging and stimulating test to provide
psychological services ter the nurser, school. I share uesk-mp students
when I say I hope children, teachers, and parents have bandlitted. It has
been a worthwhile experience for us and we feel we've Memos a greet deal.
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* The University of Maryland students that participated in the program
were:

Gail Bradbard
Cheryl Burg
Barb Butche-
Lessa Chats
Phylis Cohen
Betsy Cunningham
Mary Ann Dubner
Irene Friendly
Sue Garner
Bruce Hutchison
John Libert
Jackie Little
Honey Loring
Isadora Mayer
Ronnie Aaseiks
Marilyn McGilmeey
Juanita Stiles
Elaine Venette
Margaret Vogel
Sharon uftllace
Jill We is

Their effort has been each appreciated. Special thanks are due to
Marilyn MeGilvrey for her um* in coordinating the -rograa.



1.3.2

ANNUAL REPORT (1970-71)

Psychological Services Prograx for
the Maryland Council of Participating Parents

Nursery School

Donald K. Pumroy
University of Maryland

This is the second year that Dr. Pumroy and ids students*in The School
Psychology Program at the University of Maryland mmme been responsible for the
Psychological Service Program. During this perisu 2r. Pumroy met with the
teachers on the first Wednesday of each month (Oct._, 3ov., Dec., Jan:, Feb.,
Mar., Apr.,). One presentation was made in the swoon at the Rockville
Presbyterian Church and one in the evening at the turrbwood Presbyterian Church.
The students were assigned to the various participsponue school; their function
there was to work with specific problems that weee coacern to the teachers.
Some of the teachers felt they had problems they wooed to work on with the
studamts; they had more contacts with the students- On the ether hood some of
the tamehers had few or no problems and they had tames visits.

is vas true last year the behavioral appro..* was woad through the sessions
sad the students interaction with the teaciserz.. The behavioral approach
views pembpiesm as the child showinr undesirable immeviow sr failing to show
desired behavior. The aim of the approach is toiled*, the vescaer reduce or
eliminome mmdesirable behavior (e.g. hitting, thomums Necks) in the children
et helping the children with new behaviors (e.g4 amazon, .taming in line).
Zama elf thee behaviors mentioned by teachers they dry worbod ma were:

1. ler little boy frequently kicks over a block Adios fist another child
tits constructed."

2. IMO has no attention span at all, flirts frontahme to thin, uses no toy
Imager than one minute or less"

24 Nee child does not like to feel things with moss %nada meth as water, fin-
em paint, etc."

4. "lotting up and being silly during circle tip.

S. ladlity to coammalcaam verbally"

G. "A Shad who sits, will not join in any activist, a esodly reduced to tears
and does not communicate with other Children 1Wirelmoss."

the students that participated in the prounnalmmms: iatissiro Andrade,
Ids Sue Baron, Mike Boyle, Sue Garner, Staphasie ihwism6 Caroline Keedy,
Charles Kern*, Louis Lewin, Leon Litow, imif -elk. Taste, Plitt,
Jacob Roth, Marion Salvage°, Margaret Vogl, Jill Diane Wilson,
Nelson Uhler. Marilyn AcCilvrey served asecwcaatmemr for the program.



Least :fiddle Amt TOTAL
Areas Experience Srperience Exr.crience for

Cron
:.=10 A=9 N=9 N=2d

1. Creativity 1.00 1.78 1.78 1.57

Verbal Development 2.90 2.67 3.11 2.89

Basic Behaviors 1.80 1.67 2.33 1.93

Social Interaction 1.40 1.11 1.11 1.21

Motor Shills , 1.60 2.22 1.67 1.82

Paying Attention 1.60 1.78 2.00 1.79

Thus, the teachers as a group rate Social Interaction as most important
followed by Creativity. Verbal rc.velopment is rated as least important. Some
variation is noted in contrasting the different groups.

Evaluation= In order to evaluate the program a questionnaire was designed
for such a purpose. On the day of the last session the teacher in attendance
(11=12) were asked to conplete the quectionnairo nnottymo.icly. They were asked
to rate the helpfulness of the program on a five point scale. The 1...,intn on

the scale and the number of teachers responding were as follows:

Number of Teachers
Responding

Not at all helpful 1 0

2 0

Somewhat helpful 3 1

4 3

Very helpful 5 8

Total 12

Thus, most of the teachers responding rated the program "very helpful".
The average ratine (mean) was 4.58 or almost in the middle between 4 and 5.
All of the teachers said that they had used the behavioral approach in their
work and seven said that their thinking about children had chanced. Some of
the problems worked on were: "excessive crying', "girl kicking and biting",
"noisy rest period", "helping a child talk', "child who always wanted to go
home","child who said his clothes were too tight'', "helping me move children
from one activity to another." Several teachers said that they liked the
approach because it focussed on the positive behavior of the children and
"it works". Also it vas mentioned that the behavioral view tells the teacher
in clear way what she should do it she is concerned about some problem.
Others pointed out how the ottar teachers (maybe those who had taken the pro-
gram before) suggestions were good, "/ an now ready to do some constructive par-
ent owe :'. "the program alerted me to isolate goals and aims," it would be good
to have "hand out describing approach and an outline of the sessions, "I
think I understood the children in my class better this year than ever before
due to closer observation."



7. "Deperdence on mother"

S. "Hitting or shoving instead of talking."
9. "Independence - most of the children require too much help with clothes, etc.10. "Inability to take turns and share"

11. "Whining - temper tantrums"

12. "Security and self confidence with a new activity"
It was stressed

throughout the interaction that the teacher was in the
best Twition to decide whether some behavior (or lack of it) was a problem
and the role of the psychologist was to help the teacher resolve the problems.

1Some of the parents beard about the program from the Leachers and attended
some of the sessions. Also Dr. Pumroy spoke to a few PTA

iseetintTs
the function of the psychologist in the nursery school one the behooloral aro-
proar

Research: Psychologists have always viewed research as important if not owe of
their primary functions. A small project

was carried out with the teachers in
order to get their evaluation of the importance they attach to different Irawn-
Jugs that talkie place in the nursery schools. The teachers wove askant to review
the following arsine:

1. Creativity: This included creativity in art, story telling, plow etc.
2. Verbal development: This includes being able to describe events or stoma's*
orally as well as some recognition of letters and words.
3. Basic behaviors: This includes learning concepts that are required for our
culture e.g. naming the colors, recognizing one's name, using crayon appropriat-
ely, putting on coats, etc.

4. Social interactions: This includes
behavior appropriate in interacting with

others, including
sharing, cooperating and not being aggressive and selfish.

Sensitivity to others feelings is also involved.
5. Motor skills: This includes the appropriate motor skills the child should
have e.g. sliding down a slide, playing on a teeter totter, roiling a ball etc.6. Paying Attention: This includes paying attentima,

listenims to the 'teaching,
concentrating for a reasonable length of time on a taskoetc.

The teachers were then asked to rate each of the above on a five pointscale as to how
important she felt this was as a gaol of nursery school. Amore experienced teacher may have different views than those with less exper-

ience. The teachers were divided into three groups on the basis of experience
in nursery school teaching. The results are presented below. The lower thescore the more Important was this area judged by the teachers.

(OVER)



Problems:
Soule of Ow problems presented in last year's report are less im-

portant this year. The teaCeers participting in the program knew now what
to expect in terms of the behavioral approach and, consequently, there is
less concern regarding "philosophy". The role of psychologist is less per-
ceived of as one in which the psychologist tests the child and/or provides
a diagnostic work up. The psychologist is also less thought of as one who
works with the teachers only on deviant children. During the year frequently
positive behavior,: f children were emphasized, behaviors in which the total
-lass was involved (c.,. Li,-;.ivisy, verbal develov'ent, motor skills etc.)

Some of.tbe_problema_that were present were:

1. As some of the teachers had been exposed to the behavioral approach
during the preceding year while others were new, it was necessary
to almost conduct the session at two different levels at the we
time. No doubt some of the teachers felt the pace was too Last while
ethers felt it was too slow.

2. Perhaps related to the above problem is that some of the teachers were
able to attend all of the seseions while others attended less regu-
larly. Consequently, semikettmee tintorlosil cAvca.QA ift on^ sessiam would

have to be gone over again for those who 6issd it. ruo

teacher who attended each session got more out of the program.

3. There are still teachers who will not tolerate a behavioral approach

even though it has aluays been presented as merely another alternative

wily of viewing Children. The behavioral zip: reach provides the tcachcr
with anothcl- wry (over nnd above her current one) of understood:Eng
children amd dealing with problems. Perhaps, in the future, two kinds

of psychobsinical services could bz made available. One which is

behavioral in orientation and one which is more traditional. The

teacher them would be allowed to select which ever she preferred.

Plans for 71-72.

1. to continue as before in teaching teamhers a behavioral approach to

viewing timer children.

2. helping teachers with problems they are having by changing the behavior

the teachers feel in inappropriate.

3. as some of the teachers are more knowledgeable about the behowioral

approach we will try to have the teachers assume more leadership in

the sess*mms.

4. each year more and more reeding notarial is being published gm the be-

havioral approach and it be planned so make thou more available to the

teachers.

S. as parents frequently ask the teachers about problems they mmre bowing
with their children it is hoped that ve can work with teacher's so that

they in turn can help the parents.

As bmme year, it leas bean a etimmlatimg Challenge and the teachers bore been

mastic, inevresting and fun to won& .Aith, though/sot the year.
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Annual Report for the Psychological Services Program
for the laryland Council of Participating Parents Nursery Schools. Inc.

1971-1972

-nel' u Pumroy

This was the third year -,hat Dr. Pumroy and the graduate students*
in the School Psychology Pi aprem at the University of laryland have
provided psychological serv-trmm to the teachers. The procedures followed
have been essentially the same '''or the last three years. Dr. Pumroy
met monthly with the partic=mma.ng teachers graduate students were
assigned to the various nurses" schools.

When the psychological seer -ices program was first initiated,
probably the most important aspect was a focus on the children who
presented a problem for the teachers. This, of course, is still
important and during the year was handled in a variety of ways. One
way vas for the graduate stases;, to work, with the teachers so that
together the prrbie'n could br resolved. On other occasions, the
graduate stuit first confenred with Dr. Pumroy and then returned to
work with t: -farlier. At t=mes. in more of an emergency, the teacher
telephoned ') Pumrof for snmeestions About the resolution of a child's
probler. n Cher occasions teachers conferred with Dr. Pumroy
following one )f tne regular-meetings about a particular child.

As was mentioned above, there was much concern about a particular
child's problem and certainty much effort was expended in that direction.
However, over the last three years there has been a shift in direction
of the efforts of the psyChelogical services. Rather than focus on
day to day problems after they have errupted, an effort was made to
teach the teacher a behavioral approach to children so that problems
could be prevented from developing. During the first two years, the
behavioral approach has beesrtanght to participating teachers, and
communication of tbie knowledge composed the monthly meetings. Some
of the teachers have been in attendance at these meetings for one or
two years and,consequertly, lave become relatively sophisticated in
the understanding and epplic-ticn of behavior principles in their
classes. Because of the greater expertise that some of the teachers
had, it was decided to changer the content of the monthly meeting from
a relatively straight teaching of behavioral principles to a focus
on problems that coop nursery school teachers face. Thus, the monthly
presentations were:

!ovember: An overviel if the behavioral approach and an
orient atice Dar the monthly meetings were pre
sented. The tehavioral approach was described
as being ere nerved with the child's behaviors.
Sone of the inhamiors the child shaved were
desired by lbw teacher (e.g. sharing, taking
turns, concentrating on si task, putting on ones
own clothes, ate.) and other behaviors were ace

Galen Alessi, June Bond, ?Skis ale, Caroline Keedy, Joan Klawerun.
Deidra Lauck, Leon Litov, haft Mauk, Judith lista, Rolf Mielaarek.
Manuel Morales, Tamar Plitt, Tie Piddle, Jacob Roth, Mariam Salimmo,
Leo Weil, Diane Wilson, Undo %Fere.



desired (e.g. crying, hitting, talkinp. out of
turn). The behavioral approach provides tech-
niques for helping the tea "her nPlp tIle child
to increase desired behaviors and reduce un-
desired behaviors.

An agenda was presented for the monthly meeting
and the teachers were asked to complete a form
describing a problem they had had with a child
involving disruptive or aggressive behavior.

December: Disruptive aggressive problems.

The importance of defining and measuring the
frequency of aggressive behavior was discussed.
It was pointed out that frequently the teacher
reinforces aggressive behaviors with attention.
Rules should be presented clearly to the child
so that he knows which of his behaviors is
undesirable, not only should consequences be
clearly specified, but they should be consistently
and persistently carried out if undesirable
behavior occurs. Probably the most effective
consequences for undesirable behavior are a "time out'
procedure or the temporary removal of positive
reinforcement of behaviors incompatible with dis
ruptive aggressive behavior was stressed.

The second part of the session was concerned with
aggressive problems encountered by the teachers
and raised on the forms they had completed at the
previous meeting, e.g.: a child who hits and
kicks other children, a child who grabs toys and
equipment from others, a child who yells at other
children, a child who says "I hate the teacher',
a child who pulls hair.

At the end of the sessions, the teachers filled
out a form describing a child who showed shy
withdrawn behavior.

January: This session was concerned with shy withdrawn
behaviors displayed by the children. Two kinds
of behavior (operant and respondent) were
important for this topic. Respondent behavior
was introduced to differentiate the times when
the children are actively frightened from the
times they are trying to control the teacher.
This is particularly true with crying and other
fearful behavior. The cues the teacher can use
to discriminate between the two situations were
mentioned as well as the different ways they
should be treated. A special case of shy behavior



was cited: the situation in which tae new child
at the scho:1 is fearful of being separated from
his mother.

The second peat of the session was concerned with
specific examples the teachers had been faced
with such as. the child who moves from activity
to activity without talking to the other children,
the child who seems to relate to things more than
people, the child who would not join a group in
dancing, a child who had to have her mother 'with
her or else she threw a tantrum, and the child who
spoke only in a whisper if he talked at all.

During the session forms were completed by the
teachers in which they described some interaction
they've had with a parent concerning a child's
behavior.

February: This session mos concerned with teacher parent
interactions regarding some undesirable behavior
shown by the parent's child. It was pointed out
that the behavioral approach in which the current
behavior of the child is the cause of the difficulty,
is usually mare acceptable to the parent. (This
is in contrast to a more traditional view in which
inner state terns (e.g. masculine, aggressive, shy,
etc.) are used, and the parents perceive themselves
as being guilty about something they have done in
the past to cease the deviant behavior.) After
the inappropriate behavior had been defined and a
treatment program designed, the teachers and parents
can then work cooperatively -- with desired behavior
in the school being reinforced at home and vice versa.
The unique situation found in the coop nursery
school was discussed in which the child's parents
frequently are in the classroom along with the teacher.

The second part of the session consisted of a dis-
cussion of specific problems raised by the teachers
in which they interacted with a parent. Some then
were: teacher and parent worked on ''separation"
problem at school ubich was also taking place at home,
parent concerned about uon-verhal behavior of child
at home discussed by teueber, resolving an excessively
aggressive child with cooperation of mother, child
who used very loud voice was taught to use a softer
voice by both umrent and teacher.

A form was completed by the teachers during the
session in while.' they ascribed what they thought
a child in their class should learn from nursery
school about Rotting along with others.
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!larch. This session was focused on behaviors the teachers
felt the children should show *1 gett-I.nP along,
with others. It was pointed out that changing nev,a
tive behaviors might be easier in the sense that
there is greater aggreement in labeling negative
behaviors than positive behaviors. Thus, most
teachers believe hitting, throwing blocks and
yelling are undesirable behaviors that should be
reduced in frequency but there seems to be less
aggreement about positive behaviors such as
sharing, taking turns, and interacting with the
group. Probably the first step in dealing with
how a child gets along with others is to decide
what behavior is deemed desirable and is currently
not being shown by the child. The desired behavior
then could constitute the goal the teacher has for
the child. This might be talking, sharing with
others, taking turns, etc. Next some record should
be kept as to how often the child shows the desired
behavior so that there will be a measure of success
or failure when the treatment is applied. The
techniques for changing the behavior were presented.
The first method is what is called modeling. The
teachers should model the correct behavior; if the
teacher is trying to teach the child to share, the
teacher should model sharing behavior herself.
Secondly, when other children display the desired
behavior the teacher is trying to teach a child, the
teacher should reinforce any children displaying
such behavior. Related to the techniques of modeling
is that of role playing, in which the child is told
what behavior to display. When children do display
appropriate behaviors, as with the earlier pro
cedures discussed, the child is reinforced. A
third procedure mentioned was verbal cues in which
the Child vas clearly told which behavior was
desired as sometimes children weren't clear about
what is expected of them.

The second part of the session vas concerned with
the behaviors the teachers had mentioned on forms
they had completed the session before. Some of
these were: settling arguments verbally, contributing
to the group, playing with any of the other children
rather than just one, and sensitivity to the needs
of others. During the session the teachers completed
a form in which they were asked to indicate what
behaviors they thought a child in nursery school
should learn in the ways of skills (knowing colors,
numiJers, reading, paying attention, following
directions, etc.).



The focus of this session was on t.he skills the
children should learn in order to perform in our
society. These skills, for the most part, are
those that are needed for the child to be able to
function at school or what r be called academic''

skills. It was pointed out the beginning that
thinking about the problem in a behavioral way
may cause some conflict with certain teachers. The
reason for this is, in part, due to the training
most nursery school teachers receive. The usual
orientation for nursery school teachers is a
humanistic one in which the teacher presents an
array of activities to the children. The children
make the choice as to whether or not they want to
participate in the activity. Consequently, some
children may not learn certain skills because they
do not participate in an activity. Perhaps another
aspect of the reluctance to teach the child is
that school is perceived by some as a punishing
place (which for the most part it is). !laybe

thinking is that children should not be subjected
to an environment in which skills are taught until
they reach six. But, doesn't this view cause a
conflict within the teacher? A teacher, by definition
of terms, always changes a learner. If a teacher does
not change a learner then isn't that teacher less
efficient and effecti 0 than one who does? Shouldn't
a child who enters a class in September have learned
something (or behave differently) the following June?
If one feels there should be some change in the way
a child behaves from September to June, then the
next question is which behaviors should be changed.
This might be viewed as the goals the teacher has
for a particular child. Another way of saying the
same thing is that a teacher may ask, 'What does
Johnny need to learn that I am able to teach?' By
the teacher stating her goals in a precise behavioral
way, then she can tell whether or not she is
succeeding, as well as telling her which of her
techniques are most effective. In following a
behavioral approach we must first determine where
the child is at the present time, ie. what behavior
does he show initially. Next it is important to
decide what behavior is desired. Care must be
taken that the goal is realistic for a particular
child. Experienced teachers usually have little
difficulty in knowing what a child in their class is
capable of doing. Once this ''ultimate behavior" has
been decided, the next step is to work out the pro.
cedures to reinforce the desired behavior or the
successive approximations to lead to that ultimate
behavior. This procedure should then be implemented
with a continuation of the recording of the behavior
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to see if the behavior is changinr. If it's rwt.
the modification proccdure must be revived and
tried again until the child's behavior is chuneeA.

The second part of the session was concerned Wi0J1
a dibcussiorrof the behaviors the teachers fe't
n child should learn. based on the forms complett'l
in the previous session. Some of the behaviors the
teachers felt their children should learn were
following through on an activity learning about
numbers, picking up after an activity, putting
outside clothes on in the winter, paying attention
to directions, learning to think creatively and
learning to try again after failure.

During this session a movie Behavior Modification
in the Classroom' was shown. AA there were Day
Care Center Teachers in the Rockville Presbyterian
Church and free at the time of the Jeasion, they
were invited in to see the movie. Following the
movie the Day Care Center teachers raised the
usual questions and ccncerns about Behavior
Modification. An interesting discussion took place
with the objections and questions raised by the
Day Care teachers being answered by the Coop nursery
school teachers. It was obvious that the teachers
who had been attending the session were knowledgenhle
about Behavior 4odification.

Evaluation of the Proerm

As has taken place year after year, a questionnaire was handed out
to he completed dqring the May sessions. The teachers were asked to rate
how helpful they thought the sessions were on a five point scale from
not at all helpful' to 'very helpful . The results of this rating were.

Scale 'Teachers resnondinl.

Not at all helpful 1 0
2 0

Somewhat helpful 3 2
he

Very helpful 5 4"
10 Total

If we average the rating it would be 4.2 or between 4 and 5. This rating
is similar to the rating received in 1969-19T0 (h.0) and in 1970-1971 (4.53).
It would appear that the program has been well received over the last three
years. All of the teachers responding to the evaluation form said they
had used a behavioral approach in solving a classroom problem. Some of
the ''problems' were; a girl who cried excessively, children who didn't
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pit* 4p after an activity, child who bit and scratched others, little
girl who did not talk, homework problem with one of the teacherk ehiliren,
'n1 a boy who chould not sit quietly.

Future

:leveral suggestions for changes in the program for the year
1)7L) 1973 were made by the teachers on the evaluation form. Other input
came from some of the students participating in the program:

1. to continue teaching the Behavior Modification approach
to the teachers. This is particularily applicable for
the new teachers.

2. u some of the teachers have been exposed to Behavior
Modification they are fairly sophisticated. Perhaps
they could assume a semi-teaching role by teaching,
they could improve their skills even more.

3. resolving problems children present to the teacher. This
of course, has been the primary concern each year.

4. prepare a bibliogiaphy for the teachers so they could read
about the current work done in Behavior Modification.

5. involve the students to a greater extent and a clearer
specification of their assignment at the nursery school.

6. if it is feasible, the establishment of one of the nursery
schools as a location for trying out some of the research
ideas based on Behavior Modification, and the presentation
of this material (maybe via video tape recording) to the
group at the monthly meetings.

Each year has been a challenge and this year was no exception
thanks to the teachers who have been interesting, stimulating, enthusiastic,
as well as fun.



A RESPONSE-COST TECHNIQUE:
GOOD ECONOMICS IN THE CONTROL OF DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR

1.1

Charles Kerns

When possible, the classroom teacher should positively reinforce

those behaviors desired and ignore (extinguish) those behaviors incompat-

ible with the desired behavior. However, in some cases "disruptive"

behavior jeopardizes the physical well-being of others. In these instances,

the gradual process of extinction of a previously intermittently reinforced

response may not be appropriate. Instead, an effective, fast, and explicit

contingency is needed to reduce this behavior in frequency of occurrence.

Two procedures, time-out from positive reinforcement and response cost,

are mentioned here. A brief illustration is given of a successful response-

cost contingency employed with a four year old nursery school boy.

Disruptive behaviors in the classroom have many aversive consequences

for the school environment. They create management problems for the teacher,

interfere with daily activities, often discourage teachers, and may present

a danger to those in proximity to the disruptive stimulus.

In view of this, teachers could benefit from familiarizing themselves

with techniques used in behavior modification which deal directly with

these. behaviors. As is true with all behaviors, the teacher should observe

the disruptive behavior to learn about the antecedent conditions as well as

consequences that follow the emitted response (teacher and peer reactions,

for example). A close examination of these conditions will usu. tly

significant information regarding the conditions which, at 1,aet

maintain the undesirable behavior. '414 useful phrase for the teacher to remem-

ber is "behavior is maintained by its consequences."

Charles Kerns is a Doctoral student in the School Psychology Program of CAPS.



It can be assumed that if a disruptive behavior s, oven in

the light of teacher intervention, nsequences for t tg out" sub-

ject must be reinforcing. A critical observation of ion may

reveal that the teacher is reinforcing the child with ;ale, long

explanations as to why he shouldn't throw crayons, hi: ind/or spit

on Jim. As a consequence the child learns that these rs provide a

great deal of reinforcing teacher attention.

Frequently, extinguishing or ignoring undesirable : ors while

reinforcing incompatible behaviors will serve to elimin. ,ese aversive

responses. However, when the behavior endangers the ph well-being

of other children, as in hitting classmates, the teacher Net allow it

to gradually extinguish. An effective contingency torpid- this behavior

in needed. Fre,:uently, a time-out (TO) procedure wheria r hild is

removed from the immediate classroom situation for emr.vi- rgths of time

is employed. During the TO period, opportunities foT .ng positive

reinforcement are suspended. This period is believed mildly aversive.

Although this procedure can be effectively employee 4.-ith disruptive

children, it often has a disadvantage in that it requires the teacher to

physically remove the subject from the classroom. During this procedure,

the subject can, if not properly handled, receive reinforcing teacher

attention.

An alternative technique in reducing disruptive behavior is to employ

a "response-cost" procedure. Here an undesirable respes followed by

removal of a positive reinforces. Weiner (1962) is creatr, with coining

the term "response-cost" in the behavior modification literature. He used

points on a counter as conditioned reinforces. He then deducted on point



following eacm .-able rs--7,outie, r,4pense "cost" see

Responding was d,s and ozl_o completely enlyo-i' d with this im.esure.

The effect than 7!lat typically e with time-out And did

not require a mc: ntion to discriuL :imuli since the removal

of the point ient cue in itself ..ikpeag,- cost, then, omens to

function as a m._1d. swersive event. ammemed. set procedures am readily

employed it token -armies, just as t.ler rrr c real monetary enwsismies.

Ayllon and Ann an ,v.-2). using Veteran'f. ,amlnisrration (VA) hospital

patients, applze.1 response neat airnctly ,f name rather than to zokens,

since the hosn.I.L...1 staff could control nAtien- *ccess to the VA allot-

=ants, upon witut patients depended for elLore

The purpose of the present paper, bowmen., 1.x

papers, and beverages.

ft demonstrate the implemen-

Cation of an effective response cost t en educatioal sett...Lg.



The Case of David

David was a four year-old nursery school -A..- . H. reacher

was concerned about the small amount of success se4e-n, xp= -.ended

in controlling the subject's (S's) behavior. In addizadn. parents a:,

well as has classmate's parents were upset by his "arpires.L - ctics."
Through an interview with S's teacher and observations o. s- ecific

behaviors which could be labeled 'aggressive" and or -,tion. ve"

were defined by the experimenter (E). These behaviors incl. -a hitting

and squeezing classmates, throwing toy trucks, and sold fish

from the aquarium. It was further observed by E that these letiaviors were

frequently followed by involved explanations from the iradarr as to why

'we don't behave 11 such a manner."

Therefore, it was agreed that David's teacher vonain ignore

all disruptive behaviors with the exception of those. diet iindungered other

children, that is, hitting or squeezing other children. for ION behavior,

an explicit contingency was needed. But first, in ember to oblong a mes sere

et the severity of this problem as well as a baseline hum welds tie compare

our treatment effectiveness, a frequency of occurrence aeseuse was needed.

The frequency of hitting-squeezing behavior was observed Old seeorded

tar Owe days during the two sad one half hour 'weary adioal session.

beftwor was feast to occur with as average frequency of eight far the

Sew sessions. It should be noted that a TO procedure was reppeted be-

cause one had previously been ineffr.atty.Ay e"7.7.-!o.yocl.by t tasocher. A



reasor for its la= of utility was that at home, S's parents had executed

a simikar procedure c placing S in a chair, away from reinforcement,

following "e:i.F7ur- ve acts" and paired this with spanking (punishment).

Conse7siseissi, men this procedure was used by S's teacher, S began to

hit and staisr", to avoid the TO procedure at the nursery school. S was

too ditties* `ar tibe teacher to handle. In view of the physical difficulty.

and general 4 liappropriateness of the TO procedure for S, a response-cost

program was .1evised by E.

4)ince the consuming of a graham cracker and juice at cracker

time had been observed by E to be a potent reinforcer for S, a cracker

during this pin-tr e.4. was made contingent upon non-hitting-squeezing be-

havior. Stated another way, as a consequence of emitting hitting - squeezing

behavior, David would be "charged" part or all of his cracker.

ipecifically, the procedure was as follows: the teacher was

instructed *divide David's cracker into six equal sections. Then she

made an assimilated "crackerboard" by dividing a piece of brown construc-

tion paper Soto six equal sections to represent S's cracker at cracker time

Ilkwing the last 15 minutes of nursery school). Whenever S engaged in

bitting-squeezing behavior during the two and one half hour nursery School

sash* Mt teacher would take the "cracker board" (conditioned reinforcer)

over to Sainting, "We don't hit; you lose sae part of your cracker" while

alusitanosusly removing a section of the "cracker" from the board. This

procedow was aporative following every incidence of. the disruptive be

havior. 16 addition, the teachei was instructed to explicitly and

20



enthusiasticaliv reinforce those behaviors ir=m=a---ible with hittinr-

squeezing. Flr. example, she reinforced S wnen constructively c----

tributed to art:: and crafts activities.

With this procedure. hitting-squeezing behavior went fr:-_-Tr

an average of eight during baseline to three incidences on the first clas

of implementation, to one on the second day, and to zero on the third

On the third day, E. received a phone call from David's teacher who claimed

that 'He is doing beautifully with no hitting or squeezing behavior." She

also explained that the other children's parents were amazed and relieved

by the change MR David's behavior.. Follow-up information indicates that

the hitting-sweezing behavior has remained at the zero response level.

Furthermore, his teacher reports that other disruptive behaviors have de-

creased in frequency. It seems that David is learning to disc-iminate

between behavior which affords reinforcement and that which comers no

rewards and/or costs him ' goodies." As a consequence, the reinforced

behaviors (desired behaviors) are on the increase.

21



Proposaj for Co:_Luitat_Dh
1:z

'leacher- pre-sch-,- througt secondar7 szp=o1 are faced

a rai=ituo- c: croblems .-a:77 day in re cias.s Many of these

prc around th. enavior z: the 7E7 wh.__e in the

roc_ The- or-- a variet:- .f ways -z.ase behavioral 7- 27:o.

Mai. each lave evolve:. --Heir cw t. ipproa t_ with these

One w..v. o be effec-:-_-"Te in a -mriety of imett,ings, is the -cch::.

appromr:. = ch teachers and parer:-.L :an te taugnt behavioral

teehni.4..es. problemr such as th=lbsl: talk.in7

out o: Seat, not interacting with etc., can be uno.::

stood .tn.- cieL.. with ouccessfully. ecent resenr= J:etancourt, 197

Jacobson, l96-; ::adser., 1968; Reynolds et 19i¢; "Risley and Hart, =08;

and Sic-ba et :__., 1971) has specifically shown thr_- effectiveness of L. vioral

princi-aes an. continrency management applied tc mremc:col children, ...nd

in Jameson (:969) am1 Madsen (1968a, 1968b, spemo.ficaily to a head .i.z--art

proems.

TO commm-icate behavioral principles to teachers in the Annapa12.:::

Bead Start =gram via a workshop with smrspartiv.e consultation see--.ce

from Associates for Behavior Change, 4313 Aamilea Street, Byatts-7_Ile,

Narylaud.

FROMM
An ihseT-ice program would be gTven by Associates for Behmy:::- 'age,

yearn would -onsist of an initial 2 days of workshop with a _ly a

few weeks per, plus 17 1/2 days -f ongoing conszitatian se-ric The

arioory ol*.ect;.ve of the 1st 2 days of time mochatop Ord Or mve
-loaceers am in the Head Start Iowan -31e 7.amili_r tae Oehavioral

palm of view and beta -or modi"cs=izam As mart o1 the wcr!.7_moto, they

mould be given sapervisd en vim emooriemxe the application Tf

bokoontoria 1:rin=ples to a chilk.

111111ECIRAL RECORD/NG SEILLS

dashers and olden would be taught bommodoold. recording procemares

trios ample, tine llock, duration, oat -os_lg- and through the UAW of

addoolepe and dim= observation gain allea_Lls sn its application. Air

tale Jim- Start perwonnel to gala skills :at tohootoral recording procedures

lsas vomacle throw which the consultoasve tom Ma aminize their
eINIIMstor to haiipmmi to emoddmote prftlems.

imilliOmm

mammy AIES deoeimpen a swiss of :sweat-arises in idirLet "Basic Behaviors"

(m. dincrO=nstiion., oo3nv discrlainstion, coin discrimination)



Consultfttn 17r.:tcsai Cont.

page -2-

of pre - school childrer. can be a: _.sled. Suter, 19E9) The

Inventory v'`_.11 be the vehic..e th=1,.-rn whi:n teachers and aides

en vivo e'rcrience with behaior-:::_ modifi:ution. Once teacher:

are familiar '.rith trocedure-7 in a structred situatl:n, consult
services will support their use of behavior modification in the _ec:

structured classroom envir-nment.

WRITTEN 71ATERIA.Z.Z-

Materials 'eating to B@hav:.= Modificat:on and classroom managemem7
will be distribtezi. procedure (Frster, 196E
which viii help to maximize lear71_74 by the Head Start teachers nnd
sides, technics:- information on -lehavior .:.lodificatiom will be diF.sem:Lmatez:.

Waluation of these learnings wil.L be via a pre-test post-test. A

final third wort:shop day will he held to sharpen skills and dirEemina=e
nev information_

ON-GOIBM CONSULTATIVE SERVICES

lb support and maintain those knowledges accrued in the w7rkshop,

to help the teachers and aides with problems in the class, and t c.statl_sh

antecedents to adnimize disruptive behavior. Steen ace -be:f day
consultative daring the school year.
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Section 2.1.0

Behavior Modification Taught to
Teachers in the Public Schools

The School Psychology Program has been extremely active in the

imparting of behavior modification knowledge to teachers, principals,

coun. J:s and other personnel in the public school system in the

state of Maryland since 1969.

The counties in Maryland served by the School Psychology Program

include the following: Prince George's, Anne Arundle, Montgomery,

Harford, Cecil, Charles, Dorchester, St. Mary's, and Calvert. The

behavior modification approach has been eagerly embraced by teachers

in the school system and their evaluation of the presentation of the

material has been most laudatory . A report entitled "A Report on

Teaching teachers behavior modification principles by University of

Maryland School Psychology Program Personnel (1971-19721'is presented

at the end of this section.

The work done in the public schools is divided into different

sections. The first section (2.2) describes courses that have been

given in which behavior modification has been taught. The next

section (2.3) describes workshops taught by School Psychology Program

personnel. The next section (2.4) describes consultative service on

behavior modification given to individual teachers. The following

section (2.5) outlines courses and consultative services provided to

teachers of the mentally retarded and the last section (2.6) enumerates

the presentations and talks given to PTA's and other groups by personnel
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in the School Psychology Program. Each section is broken down chrono-

logically, with work occurring before July, 1972 in one part, work in

progress in the section following, and future plans last.

2.2.0 COURSES TEACHING TEACHERS BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

2.2.1 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

A. In the fall of 1970, a series of training sessions in behavior

modification was given at Forest Knolls Elementary School, Silver Spring,

Montgomery County. The objectives of the course were to provide training

in theory am:. implementation of behavior modification. In this course,

a short presentation was made of technical information, followed by small

group discussion led by personnel from the School Psychology Program.

Approximately fifteen tesPhers were involved.

B. In the fall of 1971, the Active Student Participation Program (A.S.P.P.)

was initiated at Forest Knolls Elementary School. In this course, consisting

of fifteen, two and one-half hour sessions, teachers gained skill in the

application of behavioral technology to their classes. In October of the

same year, due to the increasing demand by the teachers for training in

behavior modification, additional A.S.P.P. courses were offered at

Whittier Woods Elementary School, Montgomery County and Northfield

Elementary School in Howard County. In all, sixty individuals received

training from members of the School Psychology Program. Although mostly

teachers were enrolled in the course, a number of principals, counselors,

and school psychologists received training as well.
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C. The A.S.P.P. was again given in in the spring of 1972 for teachers

on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. The course was given through the

University College and was presented at Chesapeake College in Wyt Mills,

Maryland. The format was essentially the same as it was for the three

courses given the previous semester and cited above in Section 2.2.1.

There were 21 teachers enrolled in the course.

A report, detailing the A.S.P.P. program and how it was evaluated

is presented at the end of this *actin:. as well as sample materitils.

In addition, case studies, written by teachers enrolled in the cc/urge

are imeluded to demonstrate, in pert, the level of competence attained.

D. Seminars were orgaalsed in Anne Arundle county by Manuel Morales,

representing the School Psychology Program. These seminars in behavior

modification oonsisted of tooth's( towbars behavioral techniques to

decrees* the frequency of disruptive behavior sod to help the children

is their learning. These programs booms part of the general county

ineervice program. lophasis is this program is placed on ways of

%sashimi the toaehers to prevent the eoeurramee of behavioral problems.

At the end of this pieties a copy of °TOW, a joursal written by and

for Washers uslag behavior medifiestios involved is the Ammo Arundle

progrem4 is laslmded. Appresimately 100 teachers were involved.

R.R.2 VOW CUMMIONLY MINA! 111 FALL 1972

A. 7he Active Student Participation Program in behavior modification is

meninges this *wrest year at Albert Motets Nigh Wheel in Montgomery
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County. The program (briefly described in 2.2.1) has 32 teachers

enrolled.

D. Two courses in behavior modification are being taught in Montgomery

County through the Career Program Branch of the Montgomery County

Board of Education. Credit is given for re-certification. Representing

the School Psychology Program in these courses are Galen Alessi and

Michael Boyle. Approximately 38 teachers are enrolled in these courses.

2.2.3 FUTURE PLUS

A. TWo Active Student Participation Courses will be taught in the

Spring, 1973. Projected enrollment is approximately 20 teachers per class.

B. The School Psychology Program, represented by Margaret Vogel, will

be teaching behavioral principle, to teachers, class aids mid speech

therapists at the Easter Seal Treatment Center in Rockville, Maryland.

Projected enrollment is approximately fifteen. It is planned that meetings

vill be held weekly for eight weeks.

C. The School Psychology program v111 be offering a course in behavior

modification at Riverdale Elementary School through Caroline Seedy in

as experimental program called Continuum in Special education. In this

moors., behavioral principles vill be taught and the teachers involved

required to complete a ease study in which they effectively chapped the

behavior of a child. Projected enrollment in this course is 15.

D . Repreeentiag the School Psychology Program in Charles County, Maryland,

viii be Salem Alessi who will provide a behavior modification training

oilers* to teachers of some 1200 btudents in kindergarten through thirl

g rade. In this course, tessaers will be taught to use new curricula
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packages, classroom observation techniques and reinforcement theory.

E. A course in which teachers are trained in behavioral techniques will

be conducted in Prince George's county by Jack Roth, School Psychology

Program. Included in the training will be ways in which teachers can

use behavioral techniques to modify hyperactive behavior.

F. The School Psychology Program will begin a course for teachers in

behavior modification taught by Anita Mauk in the Baltimore City School

system. In this course, teachers will learn behavioral techniques and

their applicability to classroom management.

G. During the 1972-73 academic year, the School Psychology Program,

through Manuel Morales, will be selectively training teachers who will

serve as a Laison resource teacher in behavior modification. These

teacher "consultants" can provide ongoing support services to maintain

behavioral treaLliwut. programs.

2.3.0 WORKSHOPS IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

2.3.1 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

A. Workshops in 1969-1970 were given to teachers in Anne Arundel County

by the School Psychology Program through Manuel Morales. The objectives

of this program were to give teachers an introduction to behavior modification

techniques in a short length of time. Emphasis was placed on the applicability

of behavior modification to preventing behavior problems. Approximately

forty teachers were involved.

B. A workshop vas given by Marilyn MCOilvrey in which approximately 35

teachers were introduced to behavibral techniques. Individual vignettes

were used for small group discussion which provided additional material

to the group at large. Emphasized was the usage of reinforcer' found in
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the natural environment, rather prosthetic devices.

C. "Mini-inservice" workshops were given by the School Psychology Program

through Michael Boyle in Harford and Cecil Counties. These inservice

courses were intended to provide some initial training in behavior

modification. At the end of this section is an outline of the places

of the workshops and the numbers of people included; the total number

taught vas 47. In addition, 36 teachers received training in a somewhat

longer (9 week) workshop in which both group and individual methods for

contingency management were presented. At the end of this section case

studies the teachers wrote as a result of this training are presented.

D. Charles Kerns, through the School Psychology Program, presented a

number of workshops to teachers on behavior modification between August

1971 and January 1972. In each of the workshops, the general outline of

the workshop has been: 1) definition of the problem behavior, 2) recording

of baseline information, 3) creation of treatment proposal to remediate

the problem and 4) assessment of the effectiveness of the treatment.

E. Contingency Management and contingency contracting were taught to

teachers at the Hamilton Child Guidance Clinic, Hyattsville, Maryland.

The request for contingency management training grew from the requests by

the teachers. In this workshop, the teachers vere trained in: 1) writing

instructional objectives and definition of behaviors, 2) gathering academic

materials thit corresponded with the objectives, 3) writing diagnostic

tests for each student to evaluate his academic performance and 4) estab-

lishing a reinforcing even area which vas made contingent upon appropriate

behaviors.

F. Dr. Donald K. Pumroy, Director of the School Psychology Program, and

two advanced students presented a behavioral point of view to teachers
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and school personnel of Dorchester county. The two day workshop vas herd

on April 14 and 15, 1972.

2.3.2 WORKSHOPS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY OR CONDUCTED IN FALL 1972

A. An introductory workshop was presented by Judith Mazza of the School

Psychology Program (Sept. 1972) to provide an introduction to behavior

modification to teachers at Good Counsel High School. Approximately 40

teachers were involved on "professional day". Ausdo visual aids, i.e.

movies, slides, and tapes, accompanied the presentation.

B. A series of two to three session workshops ar- currently being given

in behavior modification by Charles Larson to Junior High School Teachers

in Anne Arundle County. The objectives of the workshops are to increase

communications between the school psychologist and junior high school

teachers concerning behavior modification. Topics which will be treated

with a behavioral point of view include: 1) teacher-parent communications,

2) the emotionally disturbed child, 3) the learning disability child,

4) the retarded child, 5) teacher use of parent techniques, 6) classroom

token economies.

C. Woe-shops training eight teachers at the School for Contemporary

Education in Columbia, Maryland in behavior modification are being

conducted. Emphasis is placed on designing specific programs for

individual students.

D. The School Psychology Program as represented by Dr. Donald K. Pumroy,

Judith Massa and Nelson Zahler will present a workshop on November 14, 1972,

to teachers on the Eastern Shore Under the auspices of the Maryland State

Department of Education. Approximately 70 teachers are expected to

attend.
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2.3.3 FUTURE PLANS

A. As a variety of workshops have been given, much has _pees_ learned

about such presentations. Plans are currently underway tc develop

slide presentation as well as written material that can be used to

improve the learning that takes place in future workshops.

2.4 CONSULTATION WITH INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS.

2.4.1 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

A. In September of 1969 a sixth grade teacher at Francis ilimsct Key

School, Washington, D.C. was taught behavior modificatior mr-tnciples.

Under supervision, classroom management program was di- ..

B. In Anne Arundel County, individual consultation vas essmehL 4hed with

teachers rho were experiencing difficulty with students is the-- classes.

From 1968 to 1969, objectives of consultation was the train. If

individual teachers in behavioral management techniques. TIN- training

was carried out within the classroom setting and vith mash owe-to-one

work with the teacher. Approximately 10 teachers were Linseilaied.

C. Consultative services were provided hy the School Psychology program

to the Narford County Mental Health Clinic, under Dr. Paul Stonesifer.

Behavioral approaches to dealing vith the crisis intervention project was

provided. Approximately 15 teachers received training in behavior

modification through these services.

2.4.2 WORK CURNINTLY UNDINWAY IN PALL 1972

A. In a program sponsored by the State Department of Education (see

section 4 ) the School Psychology program as represents` ay Judith Masa
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and Dr. Donald K. Pumroy are providing individual training in behavior

modification to nine teachers on the Eastern Shore. These teachers

are, in turn, being trained to teach behavioral approaches to others.

This "multiplier" effect is explained in section h.

B. Through the internship of the School Psychology Program individual

students are consulting with numerous teachers counties surrounding

the University of Maryland. These ongoing services are provided through-

out the academic year.

C. Individual consultation is being provided at Riverdale Elementary

School. Approximately fifteen children are on individual contingency

management programs. One program's goal is aiming toward positively

influencing the pupil's self-concept and increasing appropriate behavior

toward peers. Other individual programs are aimed toward reinforcing

appropriate classroom behaviors.

2.4.3 FUTURE MAAS

A. The "multiplier" project, described above, is to be continued through

the spring of 1973. The ultimate aim is to train school personnel so

that they are able to teach teachers the behavioral approach.

11. With the expansion of the internship program there will be advanced

graduate students working in the schools near the University. Each of

them will be knowledgable about behavior modification so that they can

work with teachers in helping them teach the children.

C. As the program graduates students and they find jobs in the state

system, there will be an even greater dissemination of knowledge about
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behavioral principles. There are currently 10 students from the program

employed by the state as school psychologists.

2.5. SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM APPLICATIONS TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

2.5.1 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

A. A course in behavior modification for teachers of the adult mentally

retarded wes given in the Spring, 1912. The program comeisted of ten

two and one-half hour sessions at one musk intervals. Presentatio:

utilized lectures, discussions, videotape recordings, role playing. and

observations. A significant part of the program was the teacher's

application of behavioral principles. Ten teachers from six counties
in Maryland participated. The School Psychology representative who designed

and inplmented this program was Rolf Mleizarek. Examples of materials

used in this program can be found in the appendix for this section.

B. A workshop in behavior modificgtion was presented to the teaching staff

of a special education center for the mentally retarded. The objectives

of the program were to increase skills and knowledge of behavior modification
and its application to the special education classroom. Rolf Mielzarek

presented this workshop which lasted three hours. Attending this workshop

was the principal and a staff of 28 teachers from Princess Garden Special

Center of the Prince George's County School System.

C. In the fall of 1969, the School Psychology Program, through Margaret

Vogel, Cheryl Burg and Reggie Stark, art weekly with a staff of approximately

12 teachers to teach behavior modification principles. During this period,

teachers were trained to devise programs for individuals in their classes.

This consultation service was provided to the Hope Day Center for Retarded
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Children.

MR nIKRENTLY UNDERWAY IN FALL 1972

A. Comma ion services are being prated to Charles, St. Rory, and

Cal:west Counties --trough Ken Menges. Am pert of the consulta---ve services,

temeters wee- neogat to establish and xngemime mincetional objectives

&remold beineioral 014014nes. Indivmenalited merhshops a- conducted with

day care teachers. ;pedal education tenders, public health nurses and

serrice vow In the appendix, $ listing of ind_ : duals

receiving these serw-Enes can be fauna.

2.5.3 FUTURE PLANE

A. While there are min gpmeiric plans underlie), to work with special

educating teachers and easae &soling with the snterded, there ill, so

demist, be a variety of workshops, presentmelenm, and consultations thee

will take piens.

2.6.0 TALKS, PRESENTATIONS MADE TO TEACHERS BY SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY PERSONNEL
CONCUNING NSLAVIOR MODIFICATION

2.6.1 WORK DONE IN THE PAST

A. Prom September 1969 to July 1972 there have been numerous

PTA presentations by the Director of the program and advanced students.

It is felt that not only do some of the teachers learn about the behavioral

approach, but, also, parents are exposed to this point of view. With

pareath participation it should be easier for teachers to emplain the

behavioral approach to them when the need arises.
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N. Preommtations were mode during two inservice professional days in

.Narford County on a behavioral approach to classroom management and

learning disabilities by Michael Boyle at Bel Air Middle School, Bel

Aire, Md. and at Halls Cross Roads Elementary School, Aberdeen, Maryland.

2.6.2 MINK CURRENTLY UNDERWAY IN FALL 1972

A. Dr. Donald K. Pumroy will present a talk to the Maryland State

Teachers Association ow November 18th, 1972 entitled "Trends in Student

Discipline and Behavior Modification."

2.6.3 FUME PLANS

A. Becumme of scheduling,symeific dates for presentations have not been

arranged. Judging from the popularity of presentations in the past,

Uwe 141: No even more in the fUture.
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2.7.1

Report on teaching teachers

Behavior Modification principles

by University of Maryland

School Psychology Program Personnel (1971-72)

Judith Mazza

Donald K. Pumroy

Nelson Zahler



Behavior Modification particularly its application in the classroom has been

receiving much publicity recently. As a result of such publicity and a br)oming

explosion, any professionals currently working in the field of education find them-

selves lacking skills in areas such as Behavior Modification. In order to help

rectify that situation, to bring these skills and knowledge to public school per-

sonnel, four sections of Behavior Modification and Classroom Management (EDCP 499H)

have been taught in three counties in Maryland (Montgomery County, Howard County,

and Caroline County). In all, some eighty school personnel (including school

psychologists, guidance counselors, principals and teachers) received training from

personnel in the School Psychology Program at the University of Maryland in Behavior

Modification since September, 1971.

The course itself, consisted of fifteen two and one-half hour sessions, and

was held weekly. Beginning with an emphasis on defining a problem behavior in their

classrooms, the course trained participants in methods of observation and recording.

After having practiced and demonstrated these skills, the students were instructed

in: 1) behavioral techniques to increase the frequency of desirable behaviors (via

positive and negative reinforcement, shaping), 2) techniques to decrease the fre-

quency of undesirable behaviors (through extinction and punishment) and 3) the con-

struction of concrete treatment programs to be applied to their "behavior of concern"

of a child as. defined in the beginning of the course. The baseline recordings (begun

as exercises in recording behavior) were continued throughout the treatment phase of

the program. The resultant case studies were written according to a specified for-

mat and distributed as additional source materials to all class members enrolled in

the course. In addition, more complex techniques of behavior change were discussed

(such as reinforcement of incompatible behaviors and stimulus control) as well as the

application of contingency Programs to groups cf children in the classroom.
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Teaching methodology used in this course is of sme import. The instructors

modeled a behavioral approach in each session. Every session of the course was

begun with the distribution Df a "session agendum." This gives specific behavioral

objectives for the sessions, the sequence of activities by which these objectives

were to be accomplished, and the assignment for the following week. A group dis-

cussion would follow, in which the individual's treatment programs and their im-

plementation were the main topics. This helps to the students practice in

using behavioral terminology. A class exercise (an ungraded short answer quiz

based on the lecture and reading materials of the previous week) was then distrib-

uted. This gave feedback to the student and the instructor (an item analysis of the

questions on the class exercise is done immediately by one of the instructors) and

prompt class discussion. An interview procedure was implemented for students to

show mastery of the text. These intr-student interviews increases fluency using

behavioral terminology, highlighted points in the text, and reinforced the student

for reading the material. Case Exercises are also used. These are anecdotal re-

cords, and give the student practice in identifying application of behavioral prin-

ciples and devising behavioral remediation programs. This exercise was usually

done in groups of four or five. Each group presented its behavioral analysis and

treatment program to the rest of the class. These exercises were used concurrently

with the individual classroom Behavior Change Project. In this project, a class-

room problem, defined by the teacher was examined behaviorally, and a Behavior

Modification program was implemented.

Evaluation of the course was done in two ways. The first is in the form of

'a pre-test post-test of terminology and technical definitions relevant to principles

of Behavior Modification. The second way is through an evaluation form distributed

by the instructors.
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Figure I th)ws `.he percentage of people that gave correct definitions of

terminology bef-,re and after taking the course in Behavior Modification and Class-

room Management. All of the p)st-test scores are significantly above the pre-test

performance.

Using the data gathered from the instructor-distributed course el:uation,

it was found that this was the first University of Maryland off-campus course for

many of the students. Of the students who had taken University of Maryland courses

previously, it MRS reported that this course was above average in terms of applica-

bility of content to thb classroom, organization and structure. It was noted a

number of times that this course -equired more work than other off-campus courses

taken. Eighty-six percent (860) cf the students enrolled in EPCP 499H reported that

course content was an important variable in their decision to enroll: knowledge

of behavioral techniques was a goal. In fact, some respondents referred recent

publicity given to Behavior Modification as being an impetus for their subsequent

involvement.

Favorable comments were received regarding the textbook (Madsen and Madsen,

Teaching/Discipline, New York: Allyon and Bacon, 1971) and the interview procedure

used to demonstrate mastery of the text. There were comments for improvements to

be made in the course, however, these were high variable and showed no consistent

trend.

All of the students enrolled in the course stated they planned to incorporate

their knowledge of behavior principles in their classrooms in the future. Proposed

changes the teachers felt they would make in their approved to teaching as a re-

sult of having learned behavioral principles include increasing the use of positive

reinforement, thus being more positive in their interactions with the children;

making it easier for the children to learn by arranging their environment in a way

to increase the probability of on-task behavior; reducing problem behaviors; and

having better control over their classrooms.
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In a follow-up questionnaire distributed six months after the conclusion of

the course taught in the Fall semester, all teachers responded that they have c:)n-

tinued to use Behavior Modification principles. A majority of the reports

specifically mentioned the use of positive reinforcement, the rest referred less

specifically to techniques learned in the course. Almost all had discussed Behavior

Modification principles with other teachers, school personnel and parents. With

few exceptions, there were requests for more information and/or coursework in

behavioral approaches to classroom management.

The responses of the teachers to the course content has been overwhelmingly

positive. A recurring comment is that it would have been beneficial to have mastered

this material earlier so it could be incorporated more easily in their teaching

reportoire. In an effort to acquaint teachers with this methodology earlier in

their career, preliminary steps were taken during the Spring, 1972. Short dis-

cunsions were held with student teachers in seven centers about behavior modification

by Dr. Donald K. Pumroy and Nelson Zahler. A report was prepared ccncerning this

undertaking. The response of these student teachers was also overwhelmingly in

favor of having coursework in Behavior Modification incorporated into their program

by the College of Education.



2.7.2 Case Studies done by the teachers

taught in the A.S.P.P. Course.
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=eats of Positive Reinforcement on Dressing
in Physical Education Class

Edward J. Mink
1

Colonel Richardson Junior High School

i
Probes
b does not change from his regular school clothes, shoes

and gooks into tba regulation gym suit, tennis shoes and sweat
soaks, which are required for my physical education class,

gessidotim_pfShild and Bettina
Is fifteen yearTola, eighth grade student in Colonel

Richardson Junior High Sohool.

1:264".day Bob was present I reoorded by the tally and diary
methods Bob dressing or not dressing in regulation gym attire.
Before treatment I discussed the problem with Bob and dis-
covered during the session that he was especially fond of in-
dustrial arts. We than agreed that every week that he dressed
for tour oanseeutive days. I'd let him go to the industrial arts
shop in lieu of physical education elsas. I also gave him daily
vernal praise. Later, since he was absent on the average of one
day week, I desided to add to the contingency by saying that
if he dressed and was present for five consecutive days, he could
go to the shop for two periods.

Graph

Not dressed
frequency 3

2

0

Belkats enktaspussion Weeks
Berore treatment, ay recorded data show that Bob dressed two
days for physleal eduoation class, Which meets the seoond period
OM-1068) *sob day and did not dress thirteen times.
As a result of the positive reinforcement, both extra shop
privileges and the verbal praise, not dressing behavior was
drastically redueed. During the six weeks of treatment, Bob
tailed to dress completely only two days. Then he dressed with
the exeeption of sweat socks and wanted to partiolpate. Beams'
of the drastic improvement,/ ignored the tact that he wasn't
sompletely creased and allowed hiss to join in the softball game.
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THANKS

Thomas Anderson has moved to the University of Texas to
complete his doctoral studies.

TEAM has been fortunate to have Mr. Anderson as an
Associate Editor and wishes him much luck and success.
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THE PRINCIPAL: A SOURCE OF REINFORCEMENT

by

Robert Masters, Principal

Davidsonville Elementary School

Teachers working to apply positive reinforcement theory in
the classroom often have difficulty locating ready and systematic
reinforcer.. This study grew out of a conviction that school admin-
istrators could prove to be a source of such reinforcer. and that these
in turn could assist, in general, the development and maintenance of
acceptable student behavior.

The project was under taken using the most recent methodology
a the science of behavior modification. That is:

1. Specification of behavior concerned

2. Obtaining an estimate of frequency

3. Applying possible reinforcer.

STUDENTS

Students included the entire student body (700) of the Davidson-
ville Elementary School. These were children from kindergarten to
the sixth grade.

DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR

The writer wanted to increase the number of children who were
rewarded by teachers in some manner and sent to the principal's
office for further recognition. Additionally, he wished to diminish the
number of children who were reprimanded by the teacher and sent to
the principal for further punishment.

BASELINE

During the twenty (20) day period, a complete record was kept
on pupils sent to the ail, e for disciplinary action. During this period
and prior to it, there was no procedure for rewarding children in the
office for positive behavior. This data was not made known to either
children or faculty.
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Figure 1 (Baseline) shows the average number of children sent weekly
to the principal's office for punishment during the four week baseline
period.

ti
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0

Figure 1. Average number of children sent to the office for punish-
ment during the four weeks baseline oeriod.

REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

Following the baseline phase, a twenty (20) day experimental
phase was instituted. The program as outlined below was explained
to teachers and announced to children. During this period, an honor
roll was the focal point. Any student could be listed on the honor roll
according to the following criteria:

1. Academic achievement

2. Social behavior (courtesy, leadership, etc.)

3. Relative progress in academic achievement or social
behavior
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DISCUSSION

Figure two. and graph I shows that during the experimental
phase of the project the number of cl.ildren sent to the office for
punishment decreased. That is. as the number of children sent to
the office (or approcI and recognition incr v . the number or
children sent to the principal (or punishment de rrmr. N by
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MASTERS, R.

2. Nearly l00% felt it was "VERY EASY" or "EASY" to
administer

3. Over 90% felt it should be continued

The consensus was that the children. in general, worked hard
to be placed on the honor roll. There were also many suggestions
for ways to improve the system. As for the principal, many faces
and names were learned under very pleasant conditions. If for no
other reason than this, the effort was worth it as seen from this
perspective.
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VERBAL PRAISE AS A REINFORCER

by

Priscilla Coffman

Linthicum Elementary School

This study was undertaken to determine experimentally if
verbal praise (approval) of desired behavior would increase the
amount of such behavior in a group.

STUDENTS

The students were two classes of kindergarten children, each
on half day session. In the morning session there were fourteen
boys and eight girls, in the afternoon session there were ten boys
and ten girls.

DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR

After one hour of free play, children were told to straighten
up the area in which they had been playing. Whet. a child did not
help, the teacher walked over to him and suggested a task he might
do. Thus, prompts were frequently used. The data recorded was the
time it took the class to clean up the room.

BASELINE

Figure I (Baseline) shows the total number of minutes taken
daily by the two kindergarten classes to straighten up the room.
Baseline observations were taken during a five day period.

REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURE

For five consecutive days the teacher gave verbal approval to
any child who was actively cleamiug. This was done five times ran-
domly throughout the clean-up time. Figure I (reinforcement) shows
the total number of minutes taken by both classes to clean the area
during the five day reinforcement period.
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REVERSAL

After five days of practicing the reinforcement procedure, the
writer decided to go back to the original way of prodding the slower
cleaners, rather than praising the actively involved children. Figure
I ( eeeee sal) @how the total number of minutes taken by the class to
clean up the room under reversal conditions. Reversal, according
to Don Welch and cones's.. at Hilltop is the return to conditions pre-
sent when obtaining baseline data. (TEAM, Fall 1971)

RESULTS

Durinit he baseline time periods the children were slow in
completing the task, When the desirable behavior of working was
reinforced in the second (reinforcement) phase, the children worked
eagerly for teacher attention and completed the tack in slightly
shorter time When the teacher reverted to encouraging the slow
workers in the third phase, ( eeeee sal) the children were slightly
disturbed and they roamed the room. It took almost as long for then,
to clean up as it had during the baseline period.

DISCUSSION

The teacher's apparent inconsistency seemed to bother these
kindergarteners and they spent quite a bit of time watching her in
phase 3 ( eeeee sal) instead of doing the job. This shows the need for
teacher consistency in reinforcement. In the first phase the teacher
felt she was encouraging more work; in reality she was giving atten-
tion (reinforcement) to undesirable behavior. When the reinforcement
of attention was given for desirable behavior, that behavior was
increased and the time to complete the task was shortened.

Further research suggested by this study: Will the addition of
more obvious reinforcrs increase the desired behavior even more
than verbal approval alone? Names might be written on board in
addition to verbal approval given to child actively cleaning the room.



USE OF TIME AND POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
TO

MANAGE BEHAVIOR

by

Vilna lae Barnes and Martha Moulden
Central Avenue School

Robert Sutton and Vera Schaunfeld
Anne Arundel Community College

A disruptive child is unable to learn and makes learning
difficult for the other students. Behavior modification can be used to
correct such disruptive classroom behavior.
THE STUDENT

Tray was seven-year old first grader at Ralph Bunch
Elementary School. At the time of this study. October. 1971,
Tray was below the reading readiness level for first graders and
was being considered a possible candidate for special education class.
Tray's behavior was so extremely disruptive that learning could not
take place.

DEFINITION OF' BEHAVIOR

The behavioral goals of the program were to increase
"On-Task" behavior and decrease "Off-Task" behavior. The academic
goal was to reach the reading readiness level for first grade children.

The following were defined as disruptive behaviors (referred to
in the study as "Off-Task" behaviors):

1. Hiding in the closet or puppet stage

2. Banging objects IL e. , pencils, ruler) on desk

3. Running around the classroom
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The following were defined as "On-Task" behaviors:

I. Following directions

2. Remaining seated

3. Performing assigned academic tasks by himself and
with others

BASELINE

Tray was observed for a total of one half hour (during two
fifteen minute sessions) on Monday and Wednesday mornings. Reli-
ability was obtained by having the two junior authors observing
simultaneously. A score of at least 75% agreement was required to
be considered reliable. Figure I illustrates the percentage of On-
Task behaviors recorded during the four day baseline period. No
measure of Off-Task behavior was obtained.
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Figure I. Percentage of
'On Task' behaviors
recorded during the
baseline period.
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REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURE

To extinguish the disruptive classroom behavior, a "Time-out"
procedure was used. That i, Tray was immediately removed from
the classroom for increasing periods of time whenever he was
disruptive. Disruptive behavior (Off-Task behavior) has been defined
as:

a. Hiding in closet or puppet stage

b. Banging objects

c. Running around the classroom

When Tray was disruptive he was removed from the classroom
and taken to an adjacent classroom of fifth graders where he was
seated close to the teacher. The first time that he was removed he
remained in the fifth grade classroom for l.ve minutes. On each
succeeding occasion that he was removed from his classroom, the
time out period was increased by five minutes.

For On-Task, cooperative, behaviors, tokens were employed.
An aide checked Tray's behavior every fifteen minutes. If Tray
was On-Task, i. e. , seated and performing assigned academic tasks,
he was given one token. Eight tokens er aled one piece of candy.
Tokens were "cashed in" at the end of 1..e .d.. of day.

As the disruptive behavior was phased out, a program for
achievement of academic goals was initiated. A small toy car was
purchased and brought to the clasroom. Tray was told that he could
earn one point for each assigned task completed. Tea tokens equalled
the truck. Social reinforcement such as praise, attention and
affection were given for both non - disruptive behavior and academic
behavior throughout the program.

Thus, reinforcement procedure included time out for
disruptive behavior , and two ioken systems, one for sitting quietly
and working, the other for completing academic assignments.

FINDINGS

Within a two week period, time-out was employed only three times:
gross disruptive behavior had been extinguished.
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On-Task behavior increased sharply as shown in Figure 2.

Baseline Reinforcement

1 2 3 4 3 6 7$ 9 10 11 12 13 14 13 16 17

Days

Figure II. Percentage of 'On Task' behaviors recorded
during both the baseline and the reinforcement periods.
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The second token system, employed to reinforce academic work,
was also successful. In less than three weeks Tray earned his truck.
This actually meant that he completed ten assignments within a three
week period. This improvement was a significant step because within
two months Tray was in a reading readiness program.

DISCUSSION

In the past, Tray's disruptive behavior had been reinforced by
the attention of teacher aides. In this study, nondisruptive behavior
was reinforced with attention, praise, and tokens, while disruptive
behavior resulted in temporary removal from class. Although both
procedures gave Tray attention, positive reinforcement was more
effective. Once the disruptive behaviors were extinguished, Tray
could begin to learn. At first, he achieved small successes and
gradually tasks were made more difficult. When the program was
ended, Tray was no longer a class problem and had successful:v
embarked on a reading readiness course. He was by then receiving
only praise and attention for completion of structured academic tot.ics.

Subsequently, the school was relocated in another building,
the structured ac- lemic program discontinued, and behavior problems
reoccurred. With the reinstitution of the structured academic pro-
gram, Tray is once again making satisfactory progress.



ALL-CLASS REINFORCEMENT TO INCREASE ON-TASK BEHAVIOR

by

Joanne Corey

Davidsotwille Elementary School

This study, an out-growth of a more extensive study to bepublished later, was initiated to see whether or not a teacher couldincrease the on-task" behavior of the members of a whole classusing a common reinforcer that would be easy to administer.

THE CLASS

A heterogeneously grouped fifth grade (15 boys and 21 girls)was used for the experiment daily during their 25 minute dailyspelling lesson.

DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR

"On-Task" behavior was defined in this case to mean.
1. Writing or erasing the spelling lesson
2. Pointing in the book, or otherwise demonstrating

the lesson to another child

BASELINE

"On-task" behavior was measured three times during each 25minute period that the children had to do their pencil and paper work.These times were at five minute intervals and deliberately variedfrom day to day. At the specified time, the teacher scanned the roomand noted how many student were on task. The students were notaware of the counting.

From these daily counts, 'ercentages of "On-Task" behaviorwere computed. Eight class days were used to establish the base-lane. Figure I shows the percentage if the class "On-Task" duringthis eight day period.
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ALL-CLASS REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement

0

Figure I. Percentage of the class "On Task" during
both the baseline and the reinforcement periods.
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REINFORCE/ACNT PROCEDURE

On the ninth day the class was told that three times lay the
teacher would makes note of those, students n.,u were

i. Writing for rasing) or,

2. Working in the book on their spelling lesson.

The children were told they would not know when they were
counted. For every time seem working, each child would rive one
point. Those children rece4ving three points for the day would be
given stars to stick after their names on the Working in Spelling
chart on the w11.

The principal visited the classroom every I riday morning.
He noted thou chi Idrn who had earned three or more stars that
week, called them individually to the front of the room. and con-
g ratulated them. Nothing was said to those children who had not
e arned three or more stars.

FINDINGS

shows the results of the study to date. The per-
centage of the class "On-Task" increased from an average of 24ro
at baseline to an average of 69% during the first 12 days of the
experiment.

DISCUSSION

The study is being continued to see what effect the passage
of time will have on this increases in "On-Task behavior.

At this time it is not possible to pinpOint which of the reinforcers
had the greatst effect on the behavior. It may have been the tact
that the children kayo they were being counted, the star, the principal's
congratulation, or a combination of elb011. The study suggests possible
ways for motivating an entire class to be more productive.
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ELIMINATING DISRUPTIVE umAymes
THROUGH

CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING

by

William drown, Philip Turner and Jan Henry, Learning Center, and

Royal Thomas, .asistant Principal, Annapolis Junior High School

EDITOR'S NOTE.

This study is of particular importance in
understanding the behavior of those students
who, after being successful at the L earning
Center, return to their local schools and
begin once again to evidence the behavior
that cawed their removal to the Learning
Center originally. Thus, we see the
importance of the environment in producing
and/or maintaining social and academic be-
haviors. In this case, when some of the
Learning Center techniques were utilised in
conjunction with the local school a cessation
of disruptive behaviors causing referral to
administration was achieved. The Learning
Center can serve double purpose; it can
be plac where some students can go for
direct modification of social and/or academic
behavior; it can also be a valuable resource
to public schools willing to incorporate
effective behavioral technologies.

One method of decreasing the frequency of disruptive schc,1 be-
haviors is to reinforce incompatible behaviors. This study reports
the technique used by two Learning Center staff members aided by a

pboril administrator to eliminate the disruptive school behaviors of
former Learning Center student who had been seat back to regular

junior high school.

THE STUDENT

This student is a ninth grader who returned to a regular junior
high school in September. 1971. after earning an Excellent Year
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ertificat t the Learning Center the previous school year. While
at the Learning Center, this student had emitted very few disruptive
behaviors and had emitted exemplary working behaviors. However,
data received on the learning Center Follow-up Fort!, indicated this
student was not succeeding either academically or tio.,Ily since his
return to a junior high school environment.

DEMI CION OF BEHAVIOR

Disruptive behavior was simply defined as any behavior sufficient
to cause the student to be sent to the office of the Assistant Principal.
It was hoped .:tat if disruptive behaviors could be Iitmnated, improve-
ment in academic work would follow,

BASELINE

Baseline data were collected through the learning Center
Follow-up. Forms mailed from the Learning Center and returned
by this student's counselor at his junior high school. During
September, 1471-Januaty 14, (472, this student was referred to
the office 1, times for class disruption.

PROCEDURE

The objective was to eliminate referrals to the office for dis-
ruptive class behaviors. One possible procedure is to suppress the
behaviors by delivering punishers. But all possible pi...ihers
including suspensions had been delivered and they had tailed to
suppress the behavior. The procedure used was to provide rein-
forcement for not being sent to the office for a week. The usual
difficulty in this procedure is identifying a potential reinforcer
which can be controlled. Since this student had enjoyed playing
basketball at the Learning Center, he was appruached with the
following proposal. He would earn an afternoon game of basketball with
two of the authors on the week -end, if he passed the criterion of not
having bee'. referred to the office for disruptive behaviors during the
previous school week. This student indicated that the proposal was to
his liking. Thus a potential reinforcer was set up whose delivery was
contingent on not being sent to the office by classroom teachers.

The remaining task in such a procedure is to monitor the rate
of referrals to the office. Arrangements were made to contact the
Assistant Principal by telephone each Friday afternoon. He agreed
to have a record of the number of times, if any, that the student was
sent to the office that week.
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FINDINGS

13

The arrangement lasted for 7 weeks. Figure 1 shows a graphical
presentation of the number of referrals to the office for disruption
behaviors during the baseline and agreement periods. This graphalso indicates the occurenc of suspensions. Thou data show that the
referrals to the office for disruption were eliminated once the agree-
ment was in effect.

Baseline Agreement

Sept. Oct.

1971

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb

indicates delivery of suspension that month

Figure I. Number t f referrals to the office
for disruptive behaviors during the baseline
and agreement periods.
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the data indicated that contingency contracting between the
administration, student, and c.ut-of-school personnel was a useful
reinforcement procedure to help control undesirable behavior re-
sulting in referral to the office. -I he hope that academic progress
%ould accompany the elimination of disruptive behaviors did not
materiali/e, fhe behaviors reinforced seem to have been academically
unproductIve, although they were non-disruptive. For example,
-ileeping in class might have been reinforced since it did not lead to
office referral. this may indicate a limitation in any reinforcement
procedure \r-hick does not Involve a student's actual academic effort.

It alt,o appears that the punishing consequences of office referrals
calls and otters to parents, parrot conferences, suspensions, and
threaten, expulsion, were les effective in decreasing this student's
disruptive behaviors than the contingent delivery of a positive rein-
forcer.

rhe intervention and consultation in this case is an example of
a new part of the Learning tenter Follow-up Program. This consul-

,,n is available for any student who has been transferred to a
regular school on the recommendation of the Learning Center.
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CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING WITH FIFTH GRADERS

by

Leslie E. Peters

Cape St. Claire Elementary School

This study was undert-4ken to test the effectiveness of a
contingency contracting program with a group of above-average
students.

THE STUDENTS

This study was done with an advanced group of fifth grade
students. At least 80n of them worked at exact grade level or above.
The rest wor at beginning fifth grade level or less. ,-eadine and
math. 1 hese ..tents had previoily demonstrated the ability to
work independently.

DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR

The following behaviors were required from each student:

I. Select one of four types of news stories, identifv
it and locate an example of it in a newspaper.

Z. Point out the parts of a given newspaper and
list them as they appear.

3. Write a headline and leadline for a news story,
each being no longer than five and ten words
respectively.

BASELINE

During the first week of the study the objectives (listed above,
were given to the students verbally. Each child was checked at the
end of the allotted period in order to determine if he had completed the
three objectives assigned. Graph I shows the number of students who
completed each objective during the baseline week.
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REINFORCEMENT PROCEDURE

PETERS, L.E.

The first day of the second week, students were given the
same assignments, but this time the objectives were given to the
t,,lents in writing, in the form of a contract. The contract

..pec.fied that upon completion of each of the three objectives the
st-lent would earn one of the following privileges:

1. Free time in the r la..sroom

2. Use of the learning station of choice

1. Going to the library

4. Working on a special project

5. Playing a quiet game with a friend

6. Use of special books or materials

In order to obtain the at've privileges, the student checked h.s
own assignment and brought it to the teacher for approval.

FINDINGS

Graph 1 shows the difference between the number of students
completing each of the three objecives during both the baseline nd
reinforcement stages.

DISCUSSION

The children worked rapidly during the intervals that they
completed objectives. It appears that contracting was an efficient
technique in terms of objectives completed. One of the reasons that
this approach was so markedly successful may have been the variety
of reinforcers available to the class. The students enjoyed this
system, and it has been extent:led to cover other subject areas.
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35.

10.

OBJECTIVES I

27

Graph I. Total number of children who completed objertles 1,
II, III, under both bassline and experimental procedt,
Black bar represents REINFORCEMENT, Shaded ba represents
BASE LINE.
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MINI-INSERVICE DATA

1. Bel Air Middle School 8 Elementary School Counselors

2. Homestead Elementary School C Teachers, principal, assistant principal

3. Joppatowne Elementary School
1 teachers, assistant principal, 2 secretaries

4. Perryville Elementary School
7 teachers, principal, counselor

5. Bayview Elementary School 8 teachers, counselor

6. North Bast Elementary School
9 teachers, counselor, speech therapist
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HARFORD - CECIL SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATION CENTER

The following vignettes wt. ,repared by teachers, counselors, and other school
personnel at the completion of an In-Service course in Behavior Modification and as
a result of individual consultations with the staff psychologist from the :;upplemen-
tary Education Center, Mr. Ken Winer, and/or the behavioral consultant, Mr. Mike
Boyle.

The efforts of the teachers and counselors in assimilating the course material
and later applying this knowledge in the classroom was very impressive. Their
primary source of motivation for doing all this additional work was their concern for
the well-being of their students -- no one received extra credit, moaey, or compens-
atory time.

In order to further the understanding of Behavior Modification, several of the
teachers agreed to author the following studies for inclusion in this issue of
CART (Classroom Applications of Reinforcement Theory). CART will be distributed
to teachers, counselors and administrators who participate in future courses offered
by the SEC in Behavior Modification. CART is also available upon request from the
SEC to any interested individuals or agencies.

Any recommendations you, the reader, might have for changing future issues would
be greatly appreciated.

Michael L. Boyle
dehavioral Consultant

Kenneth S. Winer
SEC Psychologist



BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION WITH A LOW LEVE4.. READING GRCUP M L Benway
Youth Benefit ElEncritary

The purpose of my trial practices was to modify the poor attention and lack of good
classroom habits in a low level reading group

There are nine children in the group. Cne does not read at all, two are very
slow readers, one has developed an "I don't care" attitude about everything to do
with class work, and four are workinq hi All are working on : bock

Their behavior was due, .1. am sure, in part, to their inability to achieve. Since
I am more or less bound to stick with the book, I can only try to get th. r closest
attention and to have this attention during the entire time when I am working with
theme

PROCEDURE:

1. I go over the new vocabulary with the children. I write the words on the be. -Ird

and 11 them what the ward is. We spell the word and repeat it together.
spread out cards upon which the words are written (the board words are in mlnu-
script print), By raising his hand a :d waiting to be called upon, a child chooses
any card can match with a word on the board and he must be able to use this
in a sentence. If he does this correctly, he may keep the card and I make a
check by his name on my list. If the wren() card is chosen or the child cannot
use the word in a sentence he loses the card and I note a O. At the end allies

are made and stars given to those who have at least one card in the .session

2 The children are told what pages to read silently and are directed to watch for
the answer to some question that they can find on the pages they read. They are
also to formulate a question about the material they read. For answering my
question correctly, they earn the right to read first. For answering the ques-
tions that their peers make up they gain a check mark in my book, They may call
upon anyone they think can answer their question except the boy who cannot read
at. all.

3. I have them begin reading orally, choosing the child who answered my question on
the silent reading first. I break into the oral reading in the middle of para-
graphs and call upon any child in the group. If he can continue a check is
made--if he cannot find the pl.ace and I am sure that he knows the first word and
is not hesitating because he does not know the word I have "caught him" and he
loses his tarn to read and a.' 0 is placed aft..er his name. Each child usually

gtts to read at least three times. A desk seal is given to the entire group
if the lesson has been orderly and there are three times more checks in my book
than there are O's, This is the "magic formula" arri%ed at in the beginning of
setting up this modification. Later I change the formula to four times the
0's..

PROFITS:

And I prefer to call them this--have been great. My two readers who have been
doing so poorly are trying very hard and are seeking help with vocabulary from some
better readers. The girl whose attitude has been so poor still has a poor attitude



M, L. Benway
Youth Benefit Elementary

but she has been making a greater effc, t to stay with the group in oral reading
because the group has been angry with her when she loses the plac'l. (She is wait-
ing admittance into training school and is d !problem far beyond my rors to
correct,

ADDED INCENTIVES -- Spelling

I make a chart at the beginning of the year that ha: written on it "There are
32 spelling lessons in our book. Each time you make an A on a spelling test you
may cut off one inch of the long tail of your spelling bee-"

Each child has a long strip 32 inches long on a bee that has their name on it
The short r the strip, the better the speller. A prize will be given to the five
shortest :-,trips at the end of the year,

Each child has a spelling word bank book. It looks like a real bank book
with close lines and the child's name on the cover, When I give the regular spell-
ing test I announce five bonus words at the end of the test--not to be counted
toward the test grade,. These words may be very difficult--then they are worth
fifty cents, if 'hey are easy words they are worth five cents The words are every-
day words that the children may come in contact with in their reading work, science,
social studies or class discussion. They may pertain to a current holiday or any-
thing the child knows something about. :Then the test is graphed, the amount
"earned" in bonus words is also put on the paper The child puts down the date,
the money he "earned" and the running total. The first five who get five dollars
are given a special prize--in this case a bag of gold (chocolate dollars), At the
end of the year anyone with five dollars will be given recognition and a prize and
the others will be given a treasure to

I sometimes call for the word books when we are waiting for lunch or to go home.
Then the words are spelled orally. I stop the child as soon as he makes a mistake
and call upon someone else--this gives a clue as to the spelling of the words but
the value of the word also goes down--I begin at fifty cents and drop the value five
cents until the word is spelled correctly. The child then enters the money he
earned in his book.

Another thing that has put zip into our spelling lessons this year--I told the
children that if they made an A (and this means every word spelled correctly) on
Wednesday's practice test they would not have to take the final test on Friday. At
the mid term I further announced that if they made an A on the first time around
(Wednesday) they would not have to do written homework the following week. The
youngsters who escaped homework soon learned that to get the A 'hey had to study
so I ha-' no problems.

EDITOR'S NOTE -- Mrs. Benway's descriptim above of the various ways in which she
is using Behavior Modification Principles are very good examples
of the "common sense" approach to motivating students in the
classroom,



Mrs- Eyre
Youth Benefit Elementary

Once a week twenty-eight childrE: are in the library for ,1 thirty minute period.
One student is reading at two levels bove grade level; fifteen reading on oracle
level; nine reading slightly under grade level; and three poor readers.

Approximately 1/2 of this class was rot interested in getting o bock from the
library or reading any material; consequently, they got in groups to talk or horse
around annoying the teacher and other students who were trying to read.

AIMS:

(1) To encourage reading by giving poor readers ar excuse to read an easy book.
(2) To try to omit behavior problems by keeping students interested.

The librarian made arrangements with primary level teachers for some of their
students to read a story to the class at approximately 1:40 on Thursday afternoon.
All students in low groups were assigned a teacher. They selected a book suitable
for the class they were to read to, anc read it to themselves. The books were put
in a special place off the shelves. The following Thursday, the student picked up
his book, read it over, and then went to the assigned classroom. When they re-
turned to the library, they returned that book to the shelf and selected another for
the next week.

Students were assigned checks next to their names for talking without permis-
sion or "horsiny around" (e.g. throwing paper, getting out of seat, etc.). If any
student received three checks beside his name, he did not read to a class that day.
No student reading ever had any checks.. All students except two were very interest-
ed; however, with all their friends out of the room, these two now get a book or
magazine to read. The first week one of the very low level readers would not
participate, but asked for an assignment the following week. I was extremely pleased
with the results, espec",lly with the low level reader who is showing much more
interest in reading.



DEGREASING THE UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR OF A HYPERACTIVE Miss Carpenter
SECOND GRADE BOY River5;ide Elementary

SUBJECT:

Jim WAS a very noisy hyperactive seven year old child whose ability is Above
average. He seemed compelled to be constantly active. He would finish Assignments
with speed and accuracy but disturbed others in the procert; by frequently acting
like a clown to get attention, thereby feeling he was a leader.

SITUATION AND PROBLEM:

Since reprimanding only seemed to reinforce his negative behavior (apparently
he was misbehaving for attention), I decided to try the positive approach.

Jim and I discussed his problem and he was receptive to the idea of change in
his conduct. It was decided he was to have ten stars on the board in the morning
and ten in the afternoon. Each time he called out in class, it someone or got out
of his seat without permission, one star was erased. If he had two stars left by
11:30, the whole class was allowed an extra ten minute free play period. These
same rules applied in the afternoon.

Jim also received verbal praise periodically during the day for good behavior.
He was also offered the reward of staying after school to help the teacher clean the
room, when he had successfully reached the desired goals for the day.

RESULTS:

Jim responded favorably. After four days he seemed so well behaved that on
the fifth day, he said he didn't need any stars.

He is not always successful when trying to be good but that's to be expectedd.
Some days he feels the need for stars and puts them up himself.

After this study, I am convinced that positive reinforcement is more effective
(for most children) to help the child toward self-discipline



Kay Murphy
Youth Benefit Elementary

EEHAVIOR:

Jerry disturbs the class by talking aloud during class, falling off his chair
to attract attention, throwing temper tantrums, and being disrespectful to any
authority figure.

SPECIFIC BEHAVIOR!

Jerry's behavior about talking aloud to others without permission was pin-
pointed.

APPROACH:

1st Day: Jerry was told that for every 15 minute period that he would not disturb
his classmates he would receive a slip of colored paper. At the end of the first
day he was to count the slips of paper to determine his success.

He was good all morning, After lunch he gave up and continued his pre-
vious behavior (but did not seem to be quite as disruptive as other days). He
counted his slips at the end of the day and as an extra motivator he was given a
camel for every 5 cards. He received 3 pieces of candy.

2nd Day Jerry was told that the next day would be a little different. He received
a slip of paper fir every 15 minute period that showed good behavior but lost a
slip of paper if he did not achieve well during that span of time. He received only
1 piece of candy. (This could be varied to meet the needs of the child. It would
not be necessary to use candy.)

The success of this approach cannot be fully determined since it has only been
in use for two days.. However, it seems to the teacher that he is trying to inprove
his behavior and does better in all areas (including written work.)

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is en excellent procedure not only for the student, but also
for reminding the teacher to give recognition to desirable
.behavior -- this may have been a bit soon to change the system,
it is generally advisable to continue with one system until you
get two or more days of fairly consistent results.



BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION IN ROOM 239 Joyce Devil
Havre Je Grace Elementary

The reason for uriert4Jcing such a task wa.; due to the concern of a parent over
her child's behavior and u,qons. After discussing the situation with Mr. Winer
from the Supplementary Center, I felt strongly that whatever was to be done should
be done on a whole class approach rather than singling out one or two students.
There were certain children in my class who should not have been grouped together
in one room. However, that had been done and it was my responsibility to make it
a workable classroom situation in order for some amount of "intellectual" growth
to occur.

My children were very eager pd.cicipants; tco eager: They were constantly
interrupting either myself or their classmates by shouting out whatever was on
their mind rather than waiting to be recognized by raising their hand. Since this
was the most annoying behavior for me, it became my major target for. change.

A chart was constructed with each child's name down the side and three ways
by which they could earn checks (raising hands, doing seatwork quietly, taking seat
after break). Points were given randomly throughout the day and positive behavior
was praised.

Before the chart was constructed a record was kept each day of the number of
times that calling out occurred. It averaged out to about 65 times per day. When
I initiated the chart the calAirg out dropped drastically. I also began giving
praise to those who raised their hands for recognition. The averdge number of times
of calling out dropped to about 25 tunes per day. With the suggestions of the
students, a list of rewards was established:

1) 15 minutes of free time 4) 15 minutes to read magazines and books
2) 15 minutes in the library 5) 15 minutes of art work
3) 15 minutes to watch filmstrips and/

or records
6) 15 minutes in the gym

The 15 minutes of free time in the gym was not begui until after Easter. Until
that date the reward chosen most often was 15 minutes of free time in the library.
That is of special interest since many of my students had reading disabilities.
When the gym reward was added, several students who had not cared about winning
before suddenly were striving to earn checks.

The week following our return to school after the spring vacation, I did not
continue with what I had been doing previously and to say the least, life was
heticl There was constant calling out, bickering and no effort put fort:* in
scholastic subjects.

You can be sure that I returned to the chart and reward technique the next
week and for the remainder of the year. There was an observable change in behavior
and attitude of many of the pupils. Being as objective as possible I feel that
there was only one student who did not benefit from this activity in a positive
manner. He tried once in a great while to earn a reward but I suppose the incentive
just wasn't great enough because he was quite a disturbing influence throughout the
year.



Joyce Davis
Havre de Grace Elementary

Working with behavior modification has certainly shown me what can be done
with a ti" le bit of effort and concern. I've seen some of my children's
attitudes change because they were given a chance to succeed -- even the slowest
in my class could raise his hand -- and they were told someone eared about them --
that someone being their teacher. Comments have been made by others -- the prin-
cipal, supervisor, music teacher, physical education teacher -- about the positive
change in the class' general behavior.



BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

I became a fifth grade teacher of twenty-seven pupils at mid-year. Of these,
thirteen were reading in a fifth grade reader, eight in a third grade reader, and
six in a second grade reader. I only mention, reading levels to possibly explain,
in one way, the reason for both lower groups discipline and academic problems.

At the time when I became their teacher they were quite convinced that I would
not survive my two predecessors. They had very low self-concepts and felt that
they could not be trusted as individuals or as a class. In special classes such
as physical education, music, and library they were problems because so much time
was spent trying to achieve quiet and order. During restroom breaks it was diffi-
cult to maintain order and many physical fights were result of their breaks. An-
other class difficulty was working cohesively in the afternoon. And their general
academic achievement was low.

There were also individual difficulties. A few members of the class could not
work independently for any extended period. The major offenders were Anne, who
also had a negative school attitude problem, Sam, who lacked self-discipline and
enjoyed entertaining the class, and Denise, who was constantly in the art drawer.
Donna and Allen had great difficulty in keeping their hands to themselves in both
the regular classroom and physical education classes. Charles constantly s.cked his
thumb and he and Sue were both frequently ostracized from the group. Karen was the
leader of a group of girls who threatened physical abuse to anyone who happened not
to be in her favor at any given time. Her sister Denise would sit in the back of
the room making tiny paper cut-outs of tableware. Laura was a hypochondriac who
felt ill regularly before any task or special class she did not particularly enjoy.

A program of positive behavior modification was suggested by 1.041 Ouellette,
pupil personnel worker, and Ken Winer, psychologist at the Supplementary Education
Center. Remembering that one of my college professors stressed that any behavior
which you wish continued you must reinforce with attention, affection and approval,
I decided tc institute such a program with my class. Howe,er, before we began our
program I pre-tested the idea. I counted the number of times in one afternoon that
I had to remind the class to be quiet, remain in their seats, listen to the lesson,
etc. The mean I obtained for the week was twenty-three times during the afternoon
sessions. To further test the acceptability of the program, I noted the favorable
response of the class to sincere positive praise. There was a marked improvement
in behavior of individuals with discipline problems in order to receive my attention.
I decided to begin the program after noticing the positive ri" :ages not only in pupils
but also myself. I was no longer leaving school as frustrated and exhausted.

I spent a few evenings reading studies compiled by classroom teachers of their
own experiences with the program. Then I introduced the concept of a "Token
Economy" to my class. They responded favorably to receiving paper bills labeled
"One Token" and initialed by myself. They could be "cashed-in" daily for items
on our menu. Combining their suggestions with my own ideas of acceptable rewards,
we derived a basic menu which was the following:



Joyce Bishtcn

Candy tokens Work on posters 3 tokens
Cookies tokens Opaque projector for tracing 10 tokens
View Filmstrip tokens Cartoon to trace 3 tokens
Coke (ten cent.; also) 16 tokens Go to school store 2 tokens
Pick up litter 5 toke,ns Empty trash 1 token
Go outside 7 tokens UZE rAaplc%:. 1 token
Colored chalk 7 token Art paper 1 token
Work on Lulletin board lu tokens Use magic rear kern 1 token
Listen to record (head-set) 5 tokervl Use scissors 1 token
Early to lunch (fie min..) 5 tokens Painting 16 tokens

I would elso scavange at home for interesting articles for our daily auction.
They would bid for such items as artificial flowers, old wallets, pens, pencils,
magazines and Charlie Brown articles. They thoroughly enjoyed the novelty and
diversity of the auctions

Also the weekly jobs such as taking the attendance c.Ird to the office, getting
and returning audio-visual materials, checking for clean desks, etc. went to the
highest bidder.

At the on-set of the program the demands are great. The purpose of such a pro-
gram is to reinforce at every opportunity some desired positive behavior which you
wish continued. I spent much time at first just rewarding my pupi's. And to com-
bat their resentment when something positive they did went unrewarled, I simply
explained that I would not be able to notice every time they engaged in some con-
structive positive behavior, but that eventually I would notice and reward them.

I must emphasize that initiating such a system is not an easy task, but the
rewards are great. The results, I feel, definitely out-weigh the work and demands
involved. Each evening I left school with more positive attitude toward the days
activities and the next. The children thoroughly enjoyed the prospect of what
they would be able to receive during "cash-in" time It gave them something tangi-
ble to work toward.

They also realized that the tokens
I not only rewarded good behavior, but
of our basic rules) confiscated tokens
it was not feasible to reward everyme
disturbance.

were difficult to earn and easy to lose.
whenever necessary (for repeated disregard

Th5.s act was not totally positive, but
in the class except the person causing the

I began also reinforcing academic achievement. Each morning before class be-
gan I would check for homework assignments and award tokens on a predetermined
scale. In the beginning only the completion of each task was checked. Later
emphasis was placed on the correctness of each assignment. There was a marked
improvement in the number of assignments which were completed in contrast to before
the institution of the program. Before the program only ten people regularly com-
pleted all assignments. This figure increased to fifteen with the remainder of the
class completing at least one portion of each homework assignment.



Joyce Bishton

As the behavior of my class improved, noticed by myself and others, I began
oecreasing the amount of tokens awarded for behavior ind increasing the amount for
academic achievement. Only one mention was made in regards to the phasing-out of
behavioral tokens and that was made by Sharon. She asked "why the class was not
getting tokens for being good?". We discussed the matter and she agreed that
people are not always rewarded every time or even often when they are good. She
also remarked that her good behavior was noticed at home.

Tokens were'also used to maintain orderly desks. Daily one of my pupils would
issue "Dirty Gertie Awards" to those with messy desks. Each award had to be
returned with three tokens.

Unfortunately, the entire program will be gradually phased out by the last
two weeks of school to prepare, the class for the real situation that they will
encounter next year.

Observable group and individual behavioral changes were made. The special
area teachers noticed and remarked aboLt the positive change made in the attitude
and behavior of the group. Restroom breaks take place now without major incidents
and the frequency of minor problems has greatly decreased. They work cohesively
and productively during the afternoons with greater consistency. Academic achieve-
ment is greater as evidenced by the contrast between the last two marking periods
and class participation. The children themselves noticed a more relaxed and
productive climate in our room.

Individual positive changes were seen by the decrease in frequency that Sam,
Anne, and Denise left their seats. Donna and Allen demonstrate greater self-con-
trol. Charles and Sue are no longer outwardly ostracized by their peers. Karen
no L. r threatens individuals. Laura has not refused to complete a task or
attend a special class due to illness for the past month.

I think one major factor must be kept in mind while dealing with positive
behavior modification. In the four months of working with our program there have
been slight but significant changes. Such changes were riot achieved through ten
years of negative reinforcement. These changes might have even been greater if
such a program was protracted over a longer period of time. Each child needs the
opportunity which he deserves.

In order for such a program to succeed the teacher must first be willing to
finance the entire reward system and also have the total cooperation from the
administration.

Joyce Bishton
Meadowvale Elementary School



MY EVALUATION OF aEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
AS CONDUCTED IN ROOM 20

Meadowvale School

Not being steeped in psychological jargon -- or for that matter psychology
itself -- my observations are completely from a practical standpoint.

Prior to the introduction of Behavior Modific3tion, Room 20 had managed to
drop one permanent teacher and a raft of substitutes_ !king the Assistant
Principal, and one who calls substitutes, my concerns over Room 20 were obvious.
The Administration of Meadowvale was almost at the brink of sending the hard-
core troublemakers to the remaining fifth grade classes.

Mts. Joyce Bishton, a secondary Spanish and Russian teacher by degree, was
hired and the problems of Room 20 began to diminish. In my associations with her,
she explained to me about her meetings with our county's Supplementary Center
psychologist, Ken Winer. To my knowledge, this was the format developed which led
to her most successful program.

Prior .to Behavior Modification, these children, in general had little respect
for authority, were ill- mannered, undisciplined and had a very poor or negative
out-look not only on school life but also life itself.

The program brought almost immediate observable results -- perhaps not long-
standing for some, but much of the negative behavior could certainly be seen as
declining.

I would like to say that this program was followed by Mrs. Bishton for about
four months. One could not possibly expect this program to completely alter the
behavior of children who were negatively reinforced for practically their entire
lives.

Paul. E. Bowman, Jr.
Assistant Principal
Meadowvale Elementary
Havre de Grace, Maryland



AN EVALUATION OP THE CHANGES IN PUPIL
BEHAVIORS IN ROOM 20, MEADOWVALE ELEMENTARY
SINCE BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION HAS BEEN USED:

I have been vaguely aware of the behavior modification program being used
in Mrs. Bisht. 's fifth grade class, but since I have not observed its methods
and system, I con only evaluate the :hange in the behavior of the class, not
whether behavior modification is successful.

The entire class was suffering from emotional .tresses caused partly by
previous teachers and 71ck of a teacher. As soon as Mrs. Bishton began teaching
the class, they became more of a unit under her leadership. The class is no
longer being led by the children who were loud and unruly. The children who
were most disruptive are now the most attentive. These same children appear
happier and less troubled. They seem to know what is expected of them, and
as long as the material presented to them is interesting, they are willing to
move ahead.

The lower achievers in the room still find it difficult to sit still for
very long and sometimes cause the whole class to become involved in their
antics.

I am ver" pleased with the changes I have observed in Room 20 since
Mrs. Bishton became their teacher. They are much more enjoyable to work with
since they have learned to meet challenges and accept and conquer them.

Susan Wollon
Vocal Music Teacher
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SUMMARY

Charles County: 4 Day Care teachers
4 aids
8 social service workers
10 Public health nurses

St. Marys County:.
4 Activity Center Teachers
3 Day Care Teachers
2 Aides
2 Public Health Nurses

Calvert County:
7 Special Education Teachers
6 aides
1 School Psychologist
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REGIONAI. TA-gERVIC7 TRAT:4TN4 !OR ADULT ACTIVITY CEnTERS

SPRINC0 1972

Great Oaks Center

THEORY AND PRACTICE OP LEARNING

vkATN7MC IF DLHAVTOR MODIFICATION

1, March 1:): :reating and defining ildividual and program goals.

2. March 23: identifying success and failure.

3, March 30: Understanding the conditions of learning.

4 April 13: finalyzing and creating motivation

5. April 20: /teeing atudents for better opportunities-

6. April 27: sringing learning into contact with the real world.

7. May 4: %ridging the gap and telling the difference.

8, May II Ler:ning the new from the old_

9, May 1.: Leaning by watching_

10, May 25: Creating a powerful learning environment.



RECION.U. T3-SEPVICE TRATNTNC TOR ADULT ACTTVTT? calms

Spriegg, 1,71

nrst Oaks CeSCOIr

yi;,.ORT AND PRACTICE OF LIAONING

TRAININC IN IIINAVIOR MODIFICATION

Assixamost It

I. select ose se/meet of the program is violets roe 'Perk. DeerIb

all the noels of this sweet is opeeift bebirirol teems.

2. SOIACt A student in your program sad idostlf, bobawir which

you coneider lepnrreet to cheese le see. may - Im,
leprous, decrease or remove. Dooaribe is detail botb the

pr/son hshsAvr End the behavioral goal.



REGIONAL IS-SERVICE TWT.:;f: -OR ADULT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Sprink. 1972

Great flak.; Center

TNEORT AND PRACTICE OP LEARNING

TRAININC /3 RENAT/OE NODTPICATION

Assignment 2t

1. Describe the moot effective way f sesserip the bebavior you

nelected for cheats in ignment 1. identity the method, the

unit, and the aneettic behavior to be seagered.

2, bogie a permanent record of this behavior with baseline

measurement '.tinning tomorrow. It will be reviewed sent week.

3. Describe the behavior of P student whisk is best measured by

event recording and record It for day (or 1/2 day if it

*copra fragnontly).

4. Describe .e hAavior of a student ',high is beet memmed by

dur3tinr, recording A-vi record it over a period.

5. Dope:Lb. :is: behavior of s student which le best meset414 by

itervs/ racordteq Ind record It for five (5) isetes.

6. Meeribe the behavior of t student which to beet meprod by

time sampling cud record it ter 1/2 day.
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GRANIINC
(or how to nalte kenning behavior records interesting and fun)

A graph is a living picture - because it shows you at a glance what
has been - and is napping. Its living because it changes every day.
Making and keeping a ./Iph record is easy and fun. To make one, just
draw two lines at right angles to each other - designate the bottom,
horizontal line to describe time (hours, days,weeks, etc.' id the
left-hand vertical line to describe the frequency of t'

Number
of

Timee

S

4

3

1

Mon. 7t7.74771t7141.27""m','
DAYS

At the end of each day (hour, week, etc.) put a mark over that day
and next to the number of times the event occurred. If you caaamet
the marks you have a picture of the frequency of the behavior.

Number

Times 3
2

1

..0"°.°Ns,s41100.0000emmmme..of 4

0
Mot. 'am- AL. A. IA.

OATS

If you then draw a vortical Um. every time you glossa what you awe
doing about thnt behavior you can sea what effect your efforts have had.

Number 5
of 4

Times 3
2

1
0

Baseline Treatment 1 'sweetmeat 2

lamellae is the oriSinal count we take before me cry to heage MOO
behavior. Now we can see what slangs. have eases ed.

See Joke, See John r1111 Count John resseme.
Comities Jobs sussing is fest.

See John. See Jobe Seep. Covet Jells steeptse.
Coveting Jells seeppteg is mere Om.

See Jobs. See Jobs sit. Covet Jobs sittlem.
Crusting John sitting is the meet fee f all.



REG/ONAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING
FOR ADULT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Sprinp, 1971

GREAT OAKS CE3TER

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF LEARNING

TRAININC /11 BEHAVIOR Motar,

Session 3: Understanding the Conditions of Learning

Consider the relationship between the preceding event or

environment. a given behavior and the succeediae event er change

in the environment.

What are the significant aspects cf relevant antecedents?

Antecedents have the effect (If limiting or permitting. inviting

or discouraging. The bchnv or occur in the contest of the antecedent

conditions, both those that .re deliberate gni planned, mod ribose

that are accident:41.

The deliberate manipulation of antecedent's require that tansy

be clear and consistent. Moat significant .g that they have

history of being directly associated with behavior and the

consequences

Consequent events will have effect ea the subsequent prabebility

and frequency ef the behavior The accidental occurrent,* ef events

following a.niven behavior non cause oneuileir or superstition* behavior.

Deliberate manipulation of consequencers else requires that they

be clear. consistent and directly related to the behavior that is

to be influenced.

The anabseis of existine and possible A i C'S is crucial to

effective tenshing and relevant programming.
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Assignment:

1. Continue to record baseline on your behavior project.

2, Develop a proposed course of treatment for your behavior project

describing both antecedents and consequences involved. (This

will be reviewed at the next session - do not begin treatment

until after the next session).

3, Describe what might be the significant antecedents and consequences

for each of the following behavior.:

a. A student taking a class teat suddenly leans across the aisle
and reads his neighbor's paper,

b. A student walks away fro*, the group in the classroom.

c. A student throws a temper tantrum,

d. A student begins to work harder and faster.

ec A student offers part of his lunch to a fellow student.
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THEORY AND "RACTTCE Or LEAR1T1n

Train:nR in Behavior 'codification

Sescion 5! rreeifts Students for Better Opportunities

The Roel ci gco4 pl:Ostraft `.11 ?earning and the constant companion
of /enrninr: r.ftr, mk1.11u and Rnd behaviors is positive reinforcement.

'Oiler:cep:6b:4s. ape unadaptive be saviors stand in the way of both umnsfni
leaiTninp, reinforeeent given for useful, learning.

Unmeg' '760.1 behaviors are leareei and maintained hossuse shay pew-
daced one reinaorrion event. Ye .rder for unacceptable Ls tier us
be dininiehe..i or eliminoted, it is 4:csirable for the previsemay usese-
forcing evee to be red:aced or reesovc2.

If this 1.1 t!Ic.. -.;11,14 ;tug. Lakes, unateirable behavior will donnease.
This procedure is called extinction. It is owe of immix main= approaches
to dealine with unacceptable behavior.

The other tare, are the 'genitive reinforsonnt of as ineempmeibin.
r6aitivt 1:claforcennut and pnindshommit. ins

flrat !oval-ion the ssisetion of a more desiraSie bebnoior ,dish
fv.:tien vhish przeledes the behavior o: concern foam ecensmann.

?cr,itivt .4.77 t!-_a net: behavior is i.iven for womb tiewinse
new behavior appears while no reinforcement is g:ven the senneepnehin
behavior,

10 time-out, the immediate consequence of the undeminnble bobavisor is
removal frIm the fettinR .:hare positive eminforceome is avallabda for
brief period of time.

Punishment is the making of an event which has the (effect of redmatale
the behavior, consequent to the behavior.

Many unusual events may occur when extioction, time-eat and punishment
are employed. The most significant may b. the effect an the reletimm-
ship of the student to the teacher.

Is most cases the order of preference is dealing with undesirable
behavior is reinforcing an incompatible lebnvior, extinction, timeent
and then punishment. However, the critters& determinants nest be the
effect of the undesirable behavior on the health nod wellbeina of the
student and its effect on his learning and access to positive rein
foresment.

Great care must be taken in the use of tissoont and punishment that
they do not become the most significant condition' of the Omen'
eevirensent.
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1 gr.lieet. Record all data on your graph.

2. 1R-iezr1bs a 110.1:U2 t100 emooR your students wherein reinforcing
an imeonpatl.ble behavior tsppears to be the most effective. way
of aliminctioR an undereirable behavior.

3. Doseribe a situation +loose ?our students wherein estlastim appears
to .a the post offective way of elisiaating an undesirable behavior.

4. Describe a situation anony your students whereto tine-out tens
pocitive Teinforeesent appears to be the most effective mop of
elinioatisR an undarairehle behavior.

5. Deser:bs a situation amen your students wherein puniehnent appears
to be the east effective way of eliminating an undesirable
behavior.
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TBEORY AT s'RACTICE 1r LEARIUM

Traininv, in Behavior 'Codification

Sessioil 6: Brtnf:1:1,. ito Contact 1/ith The Real Uorld

When learninaiteachinR oratTrams established, a significant
factor in a continuous rate oe nsequation. That is, every single
time the behavior of concern =Inv ars, the specified consequences
follow.

However, there are many sitfrations where such a rats of con
'equation is .tot possiblee practical or desirable. Consequences
can be applied on other than a continuous schedule to meet certain
circumstances.

Pour baoic tyneR chedeaws of consoquatien can be defined:
fixed ratio; fix interval; variable ratio; and variable interval.

The rrhedule ,!rovides a consequence after a certain
number of oczu;r: the bafievior. The fixed interval schedule
presents the cnan4quence upon the first occurrence of the behavior
after the passing of a specifl--ed period of time,

The variable schedules fallow the same format, but provide that
the specified number of occurrences or period of time changes after
each consequence around a predetermined oversee.

The use of each type of chedule on an extended basis tends to
Rive rise to certain patterns of occurrence of the behavior concern.

The use ar. 'manipulation of schedules of reinforcement is a
critical aspect of developing a learning ',reeve'', so that the behavior
change is maintained naturall .
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1. Continue. Lifc;Ittlent on yoltr project. Record all data on your graph

2. Describe an exagnae of fixed ratio consequation in the natural
environment preferably from the day center setting.

3. Describe zn example of Fixer; interval consequation is the natural
environylont preferably from the day center setting.

4, Describe an example of variable ratio consequation in the natural
environment preferably from the day center setting.

3. Describe an example of Variable interval consequation in the natural
environment preferably from the day center setting.

6. Describe how you would manipulate the schedule of consequation is
your project so that the change in *the behavior of censers will
be maintained by the natural environment.
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Spring, 1972

THEORY AND PRACTICE OP LEARNINC

Training in Behavior Medification

Suasion 8: Learning the New from the Old

Frequently the training goal for a student or program is not
merely to increase or decrease the rate f occurrence of the behavior.
Often we are concerned with an entirely new behavior. Since it is a
mum behavior we seeks it does not presently occur and the probability
of it occurring in almost or actually news. So it becomes impossible
tc increase it with a reinforcement proernm.

An effective way of teaching a new behavior is the technique
called shaping. In this approach we carefully define both the present
behavior and the goal behavior, tie then select those behaviors
presently occurring which most resemble the goal behavior and reinforce
these, When they occur with good frequency, we select the nest
nt.thavioral approximation to the final goal. Through reinforcing each
successive approximation to the goal the behavior is gradually changed.

Some important considerations in a shaping program are: the
chmges in behavior at each step must be small enough to have a good
prebability of occurring; reinforcement should be most powerful and
frequent for the behavior that most apprenimates the goal while
reinforcement for earlier steps should be thinned or discontinued:
when the reinforcement rate declines because of ga lower rate of the
desired behaviors n return to a previous step nay be indicated.

The keys to a successful shaping program are a clearly defined
anal; smalls ge41.directed steps and poverlel differential reinforcement.

Another technique of training a new behavior is the :manipulation
of environmental or stimulus conditions se as to limit the response
zo the behavioral goal. Wheo this respomee occurs it is powerfully
end regularly reinforced. When it occurs with good frequency and/or
aemerecys the environmental or stimulus restriction is slowly decreased
or moved.
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THEORY AIM PRItGi ICE OF LEARNIn;

TRATTOO Ir 111LV,IOR "0DIFICATIW

Sessior 9: by Watchinc

One of the most effective and efficient nays of teaching new skills, mhether

they be social, acadnnic or vocational, is through modeling and imitation. Thin

is the way which all of us have noctered complex skills quickly - without the

need for extensive shaping procedures for each skill.

todeling can be either actual - another person executing the behavior au the

student Observes it, or it can be 9ytholic - through the use of pictures, dia-

grams or words.

In either case, the basic procedure is the save -a presentation of a

behavioral performance to the student withthe expectation that he will be able

to reproduce that performance at some later time.

However, a number of dimensions can be added to greatly improve the ef-

fectiveness of this technique.

The first of these is explicitness. It the steps of the behavior are

clearly presented with definite relationship to relevant stimulus objects

then accurate learning is more likely to occur. This is particularly true

where the modeling is done through verbal instruction. The more detailed the

description, the wore likely the student will be able to reproduce the

behavior exactly.

A second dimension lies in student rehearsal. The probability of the student

accurately learning the behavior accurately is far greater if he is called upon

to reproduce it Immediately-after the modal** presented

One of the most powerful factors in successful modeling is the attachment of

consequences to the behavior. This applies to both the model and the student.

If the models behavior is clecrly followed by appropriate comeoquences, the

student is much more likely to respond according to those consequences - imitate

if the consequences are reinforcing, avoid it they punishing. It is

equally important to attach those consequences to the studentb twitiAtlion of the

behavior.

A finel aspect of slamming the use of modeling is in the choice of the

model. For most learning Proems the model should be an admired person or

type of person (or in the case of eyebolt° models, come fromi a respected source).

Thus an adult leader is frequently the most effective. Where student behavior

is involved, a well-liked peer is a good choice. Where the goal is unlearning

or avoidance of a behavior, a close similmallytmitmeen the model and the student

will enhance the effect of the modeling program.
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ASS/CNHENT:

1. Continue your behavior-change project.

2. Develop a shaping program to produce a verbal response from a
esently nonverbal student. Describe the steps you might

expect to observe and reinforce.

3. Develop a fading program to train a student is the use of epees
for a student who presently eats only with his fingers.

4. A student constantly scratches his head. How would you deal with
this through a shaping program?

5, Tou want to teach a student to hammer mail is the seater of
circle. Describe a shaping and a fading program to achieve

this.
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Pee a , e C `, . , t3.1 S o t M.1:.1-,4 1,4 Thic,

should includo 4/m1.1W:ion 0: behavior of co: 1 !srn; deccripti on of

the goal behavior; measurement technique used; description of treAtaent

prolrem including any eittecedetts ured as cues, contingency conditions,
reinforcer (s) use i, eciedulee Lem4, diaorinination nr generalisation
components added; desfrintion rf mereal procedure And continlencies if
used; a complete crept. shovin: all cute. Please m2.ke two copies ,n I

do not expect to return the copy (liven to re. Also please present your
report in a finished forn if pesei!.,10, so that additional co,ioe nay he
rude by photocopying flm t!,1 !If)!.r:tIon of others. Give your project
a title. This title, your name anti your center should appear at the top

of the first pace.

2. Develop a brief outline of a nodeIing procram to train $ work (or other)

skill in your program.
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'MEAT ArD PRACTICF t'C VAft!O

Training in 11,;..ivior "odificatiml

Session 7; Pe-aging the gtp and telling the difference

When a behavior id ounoequJted ow as to 1...cre:,ac pr decrese &to frequency; that

chanee may occur in other nituations also o^ it ray remain associated exclusively

wi.th the ;articular circumstances of the consequation. The alternative which

occurs may be undesirable for that behavior chance - or We *y wish for it to

occur even more strongly or rapidly.

Tt nay be desirable for the change to occur only under a very specific net of

etimulus conditions, i.e. in the library; on Saturday mornlms; when wearing

a suede jaCalt; when at the eurk table; etc. On the other hand, it ray be

important for it to occur under all circurintenv's or a laree clans of stimulus

conditions such as s at all meals; In ill buiLl'1,11; to all notices; to all

animals; etc.

In the first case, responding to a given set of conditions, we speak of stirulus

discrimination. The second we *emote as stimOus generalizat.:an. In either

case we are concerned with the occurrence of a behavior helm, controlled so to

speak by the stimulus conditions in each situation.

rn developing a Noneralization of a behavior to other eettin7e, consequation must

occur for appearances of the behavior to all instances of thee, settingn. To

develop generalivation, small chanr,?e the sti-ulus condition .ust be presented

with the coneequence following each response to tics;

To achieve discrinilhetion, no - or dIfferont consequation crust follow all response;

to stimulus conditions afferent to tha one estnhliehed as desirable. Diecrininatloo

training is accomplished best by introductng a cot of stiruli very different fror

the original set and then raking then increasingly sir-111.11r *Us maintaining

differential reinforcement.

1. Continue your project. Oe7,in c reversal procedure if your data has oho,

significant change in the desired direction.

2. Describe a behavior which is one of your FaJcram coals for Which a stimulus

discrimination traininl program is indicated. Dfr7Ir..be the details of a way

to set up this dienristration training wogram.

3. Describe a behavior which is one :f 7obc oeo-Jmn coials for shill a pTen.n-alizpticn

training program is indicated. bescribe she :.ails of a nciicam.,
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Tulory l) PTIACT/Cr. Or LEARNING

leaining in Behavior 4odification

Senator. 10: Creatirg a :)et,orful inarelng environment

We hove nnen hey the g-avironment affects behavior. We have
elect atudig.d waya in which the environment can be changed to lacrosse,
decrzener change, oxpand And define behavior. /n,all these discussions,
' :he focne hra bnnn on the individual student and the.. analysis and
ehang,t of selectad behavors.

TA is often the case, however, that the collective behavior of
c group is of preneing coueern. We can then consider the application
of a group contingency program. Here we apply all the previously
defined nrinciplen to a group pituatioa, The behavioral goal forfore the
group in defineC, intermediate steps are determined if necessary, one
or morn reinforcers knr)wn to he generally powerful for the members of
the group are entabliohcd, the reinforcers are made contingent upon
the behavioral performance of the group. Again the rules for reinforce-
ment apply - immediate, frequent, consistent, fair, clear and specific.

Some of the unique dinensions of grou:, contingencies are the
difficulty in determining that is in fact an achievable next step for
them end the identification of a universally powerful reinforcer.
However, thn iAsun of the reinforcer is frequently more easily involved
than one might expect. Though a certain activity may not appear
oluelly to all members of the groups, zn addittanal component of con
sequation hnn been added through the reinforcerent and punishment from
the group to the individual member for performance or non-performance.
Thus it is also easy to see how group contingencies nay be used to more
powerfully affect tne deficient behavior of one or several members of
a larger group.

An all encompassing application of these principles in a very
positive framework is seen in the operation of a token economy where
tokens are given as positive reinforcers to all demonstrations of
desirable behaviors exhibited by all members of the group.

Though we cannot describe all the aspects of a token economy here,
careful application of all the areas previously discussed ml' be
4eful in understanding the operation of such a program

It is particularly Important that each student quickly learn that
the token he earns for emitting a desirable behavior such as a social
skill, an academic performance or a work sample is both accompealed by
generous social reinforcement and has the power to purchase as item of
interest to him. The former is important so that, where appropriate,
token reinforcers may be faded out. The latter is essential so that
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the token will be a true reinforcer - that is, its a41 18k.
cause the behavior to increase in frequency. Thus, it
a carefully selected wide variety of app,rtuniiles be
expenditure of the tokens:

It is further essential that the staff in a token
tinuounly define the specific behaviors for which tokeur
There aunt be frequent evaluation of behavior change. Alleft,
should he defined and reviewed for each individual in n
Though this may appear to be more demanding for a staff
more reinforcing. It is more eratifyine to work for spe,
see them attained. It Is most satisfying to work in an
where positive reinforcement is so abundant - for etude:
alike.

Acsignments

1. Apply what you have learned. Learn from what you

aty will
losial that

for

con-
. given.
A. goals

r anet
also such
goals and

-peanut
. staff

2. Fill your teaching experience with positive reinfowumeganst for
all the right things - for your students, your eolelftelmes,
yourselves.

3. Keep in touch - particularly if you need help or boa' a question -
but also just to continua sharing what we began magamailer.

Thank you for making this both a good learning and posts.. , reinforcing
,experience for me.

Rolf R> Mielsarek

Hope Day Care Center, Inc,
6100 South Cate Drive
Temple Hills, Maryland 20031
Phone: 894-4410

8903 59th Avenue
Berwyn Heights, Maryland
Phones 345-6776
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Behavior MoCificatioi _au_

-0 teachers in trai-



Seer; n^ 1.1.0

Behavior Modl.:ication Taugh-. to
Teacher: in Training

From experiences of th- School Psychology Pers.=-- eking

with the -.eachers in the field it became apparent that r.lac.. re -nild be

gained if the students in training to be teachers al: -me -.- in

the College of Education could be taught the principle o' 1.7

modification while they were still in college. It yam om

early work that the teachers in the field exhibited a aide 7:2,- or

attitudes, misperceptions and knowledge about the beheviar ach.

Thus, in work with teachers, time was wasted as these Atit nd mis-

perceptions had to be discussed and changed before the *ea

continue; in some cases this was repetitious to sore of -...-mcers who

were more sophisticated ahlut !,ehevier mcdific.tion. It t.c -le obvious

that if each student teacher was given a background in glablaie:-r modification,

while the student was still in college, the teachers wonad tineT. _Amer be

more likely to be at the same level when they entered the -tet..e. It also

seemed logical that the appropriate place for the studeen *P-e..:.beT to learn

about new knowledge in the field of teaching should be in col-ode of educa-

tion where there her training was received. It is also diviowu that it

is more efficient to teach the behavioral principles addle individual

is in college than when she is teaching in the field, if, for me mther

reason, than the amount of time available. This idea is not nalmne with

the Maryland School Psychology Progrna. O'Leary and O'Leary as their

recast book entitled Classroom Nnuagosent: The Sresalltful

rtate'!.. the principles of behavior moitf.7ati..s. sommuld be

lamiudiani in a-1 undergraduate education curricula (p. 41)". :bone in the
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Schoo. Psychc_ogy !-:gram heartily concur.

3.2. 4OR8 DOSE 7HE PAST

3.2.1 Durk spring of 1971 the Associate Dean, responsible for the

undergradllat- -.ea.:her education, arranged for a meeting of the School

Psychcz peram=td and the supervisors of the student teachers in the

field. Am :mart meeting a brief overview of behavior modification and its

application the classroom was presented. From that meeting and a

subsequent cite vi:_n members of the faculty from the Department of Early

Childhoom-Eleil!entery Education, a decision was reached for members of the

School Psych.-_ ogy Program to meet with the student teachers for a presentation

of the principles of behavior modification.

3.2.2 In the spring of 1972 School Psychology personnel met with the

..... ...I. .1, seven dilierent presentations in the various

schools where student teachers were being trained. A report on these

presentations is included at the end of this section.

3.3. WORK CUMMENTLY UNDERWAY IN THE FALL 1972

3-3.1 A copy of the report on the presentations to student teachers has been

linuerded to the Department of Early Childhood-Elementary Education. With

a recomemdation to include behavior modification in the curricula of that

dmpartment was presented. A decision about the next steps to be taken is

currently twenre-a committee in that department.

3.4 IMPURE PLANS

3.4.1 It hoped that in the future provisions will be made for the
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teaching of benwvior modification principles -7].= thi student teachers 7-__7r1E-,

their training. It seems most important that period of surp_

teachers in par-:ular areas that each teacher- have all of th-

knowled.ge and sisills that are available for latr. tc do tha: best job

possible. It would seem most feasible and economical for the teachl%i

of the student teachrs to be personnel from the School Psychology Tac -am
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Behavior Ik'dificati Thug-
Teac:. -rs in Tr -lining

rm. the -xr."-iences of _e Schoc_ ychc -,,rsonnel of workiri.

with eac _n the fie l__ it becam- ,.pparemt r7:a: much more could

Gained ....ents in tra_::1_-_ng to be --,each-rs the LIniversity in

the Collie i..:.ucation could be taught -.he print :_m-es of behavior

modificaon they were still in college. It isms apparent from

early wor: tl'at -ne teachers in the field exhitt_ted -.71.-.Le variety of

attituaes. misperceptions and knowledge about attroach.

Thus, work teachers, time waz masted az the attitudes and mis-

perceptions hag. to be discussed and changed baefore `he teaching could

continue; in soap cases this was repetitious tc some of the teacher-7 4,1_

were more sop: ticated about behavior modir..tatica. It became okAric_

that if each s: _lent teacher was given a ameagromad in behavior MIOLLI!.

dale =ne stude--, was still in college. the --eachcrs would then Lqt,F

amir lixely tc at the same level ahem eirtt-e-e.: the ,_so

se-sed ogical -_na- the appropriate 1a fa- x student teacner srn

about new know edge the field of teaching shial he in caller rte' -wouca-

t*..on *mere there her trainumg vas received. 1,.s *Imo obalous :rex

MEMrt"' efficient to -.each the behavioral art_mhx*ea bile the indiviolial

Is in collage than wham she is teaching in lam flelm- if, for no other

remmms6.. than the amain of time available. This idea is not unique vi t:.

ilarr_smal Amamni Pagehmladr Pamersm. C*Lemey sod Irlimmry in their

recent hems eurf.:.led Classroom Nimadiametz .' Successful Ube of Behavior

Molifiamtson, stmte'tthle TrinespleT f MOON -yr modification samsld be

beitlamd in all andergemesste educaticr zurrIrssilk (11. hIP". Those _n the
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3.2. WORK 77.F. PA.7:

3.2.1 LL:rir.i; ET.rinc

undergra±.:atc :ng

Psychc__Dgy per::- super te:Aers in 1.1.,

field. A. that 71.:_eting a brief :1 beLl,\IJr

applicv.ion to trt classrom was pr ,c. tha: meeting any a

subsequent one vIth members of the fr-om :he 7.)epartment :. Earl;

Childhood-Elementary Education, a decj:ion war; reached for membe- of tie

School Psych.:.loy Program to meet with the -t1.1.11it teacherr'-2r rre=t.::

of the principle: of behavior modificaticm.

3.2,2 In the ::ring of 1972 Schoo! Psy-. r.:frz:onnel rlf-

student 'leachers. There were :even prez--1a:ions

schools Wt JET" teacher: -.Aere being --Lne.. A re.por se

presentati,:-- is included at -t.ie end of till_ sec7i:h.

3.3. WORK CURIE7.7LY UNDERWAY IN TF7. FALL 2.-2

:

3.3.1 A copy of report or the presently._ tons to stuaent teachers has beer

forwarded to the lemartment of Early Childhood -Elements w Eaneaticr.. Mitt

a recommendation tr. include Panawior .n the curricula of tha'

dciurt, Was i.',..ented. A decis_an abc_ the mert stoma to be taken

currently before a committee in that department..

3.4 FUTURE FIAIUS

3.4.1 It is hoped that in the future provisions will be made for the
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teaching cf tehavicr I to the teacher:, dLring

their training. It most :1!.-:rtant that in this period of surplus

teachers in 1.articuaar each -:c%cher should nave all cf the

knowledge an: skill: are II hc.2' to do that lest jot

possible. :t would se(:-: most ft,:.e and eonc7,nical for the teachir_:-

of the st-4,it:nt teacher to be :lif:zonnel fr02:1 the School Psychology Pr,:gram.
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3.5.1

Report on the Behavior Modification
Pr-_,s0r.tation for the Student Teachers

Dmald K. Pumroy

Introduction

During the S'ring of 1971 Dr. Pumrov met with the coordinators of the Univer-
sity Teaching Center, Dean McClure, and tr. Marx, and presented some of the
principles -f Behavior Modification. From this, meeting sufficient interest wal
aroused so 'hat in the Fall of 1971 three Behavior M-dification curses were )"fared
at the Teac.ing Centers (Nlrthfield FlemNitary, Whittier Woods Elementary, and
Forest Knolls Elementary). These were taught primarily by two students in the
School Psychology program (Judith Mazza and Nelson Uhler) and Dr. Pumroy. Az these
courses were so wall received it seemed most appropriate that our University of
Maryland student teachers have the knowledge of Behavior Modification before they
begin their teaching or at least as soon as possible after their student teaching
has begun. This seemed to be particularly lalportant 23 there cease to be a short-
age of teachers and, as c-apetition for jobs beccmes grer..ter, Maryland students
will possess knowledge (IA skills not obtained by others and consequently be more
hirable. In order to effect a beginning in this direction Dr. Pumroy sent a
letter to Dr. Weaver stating that he and his students would be available to make a
presentation on Behavior Modification to the student teachers and suggested va loas
ways this eight be done. Dr. Weaver referred the letter to a committee chaired by
Dr. Eley. Nelson Uhler and Dr. Pumroy met with the committee. From this meeting
it was decided that Dr. Pumroy an' his students would make a presentation at the
various centers.

Presentation

During the week of March 20 and two days of the following week (March 27 and
28) Dr. Pumroy and students from the School Psychology Program made presentations
on Behavior Modification and Classroom Management at seven different centers. 7,()
hundred seventy one individuals attended the presentations; almost all of those
attending were student teachers although there were some regular teachers, prin-
cipals, counselors etc. as well. The format of the presentation was essentially
the some. A film, "Behavior Modification in the Classroom' from the University of
California, Berkeley, was shown followed by questions from the students about
Behavior Modification. At the end of each presentation a questionnaire (see
attached) on Behavior Modification was given to the group to be completed. A hand
out (see attached) on Behavior Modification was also given to those that attended.

Results of the Questionnaire:

Because of the growing popularity of Behavior Modification it was anticipated
that many of those attending has had some exposure to the subject. Thus, only 19
said that they had had no experience with Behavior Modification

(over)
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19 /cne at a)1
140 Talked t-1 ethcer informally abnur it
17.1\ it has been menttonel in class
121 Have leetees or presertetiens on it
70 Have aeen a movie
TA Have read articles

Have reed book(s)
112 Hive applied it in my dealing with children

Other

Table 1. Responses to experiences with
Behavior Modification (Note that ,mic person could

check more than one rlatrznry)

it appears that the student teacher had had s wide exposure to Behavior
MofificaLien. It , of course, is not possible to judge the depth of the krewledee
thrt they received. from the data in Table 1. Perhaps that can best be inferred
feor come of the questions they raised and their desire to learn more, whieb could
be interpreted as a realization of the limitatien their knowledge. The questions
that they raised during the discensiens and the ceements on their questionnaires
indicate that some of the student teachers were fairly naive. relestions referring
to "bribes," feelipe that the "child is being tricked,'' a view that only candy is
used with Behavior Modification, would all be consistent with a lack of knoulege
ebout Behavior Medificatiea. Probably mere telling is the overwhelming desire to
learn more abut LIchavior Mod4.fieatien as reflected by the overwhelming positive
responses to the auestion asking ie7 the student teachers were interested in learning
more about Eehaviur Modification. (The number of responses were: Yes 250, No 8,
Other 3). Stated another wee 9E4 of those attending were desirous of learning
more about Behavior Modification.

The Future.

As it seems improtant for our student teachers to be skilled in new relevant
techniques and in an area strongle desired by them, one might ask what is the meet
efficient way for that new knowledge to be imparted. Perhaps, in these daye of
tight money, it would also be wise to ask how the teaching can be done for the least
money. One procedure which is relatively ineepensive and efficient would be to
have a course in Behavior Modification taught by graduate assistants from the
School Psychalegy Program. These students have had the scientific background to he
irnowledgeahla of the 'aterial art also have had. treining and experience in impteting
this knowledge to teacaers. Not enly would the student teachers learn the material,
end the graduate assistants receive financial support, but it would also be veluable
trainieg f..r the graduate ctudent. It also might help to promote more interactions
between faculty from different departments, something that many on the faculty feel
is important. De. Pumroy would assume respensibility for developing and staffing
the course. Perhaps this procedure .could be good to try for a few years. Later
maybe a full time faculty person could best .erve this function.

The questions that now shoula be revolved would be Is it desirable to teach
our student teachern lehavior Modification How can it best be taught? Who should
be reeponsihle for its teaching? Haig zeta it be financially supported?
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Eva. tion of Behavior

Modification Program.
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Scction 4.1.0

EValuation of Behavior Modification Programs

It should be obvious that those in the School Psychology Program

we that teachers should have the knowledge and skills associated

behavior modification principles. This belief, however, is not

Adng to be taken for granted, but serves as guideline for the

lotion of data that supports it. Stated another var. the School

bology personnel believe that research should be conducted to

mine the impact of this knowledge on the vay teachers teach.

rtunately, there appears in the past to have been quit. gap

POMM research and what takes place in the classroom. Cyphert, in

article entitled "M analysis of research in teacher education"

final of Teacher Education, 1072, XXII, 02, 145-131) states that

march in teacher education has had a very limited impact on the

atlas of Umbers (p. 144)". Perhaps behavior modification and the

ity of its terms will promote a closer relationship among research

rte, classroom activity and the behavior of the students. The School

below weasel believe such to be the ease.

1 VOW DOSS IS US PAST

Following sash of the behavior modification souses given as

Itionmaire has besa distributed to evaluate the course. Using a

dimwits* for such a purpose is fairly traditional and certainly has

dieneventases inbersat is arpr self report grestleamairs. It does

rigs for the sew doollestisa of data Amid it also hes high !see validity.

wir of the questiemmaire used to evaluate the behavior modification

mos is provided at the end of this settles.
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4.1.2. Another way to assess the program is to administer a prepost test

to determine the technical knowledge learned during the course. Such a

prepost questionnaire was developed on identification of terms. A copy is

included at the end of this section.

4.1.3 A third way in which training effectiveness of evaluation is

through a behavior change study. This consists of the student in the course

applying the behavioral principles to change the behavior of a child. The

results of a sample of behavior change studies is included in the appendix

at the end of section 2. The report usually consists of a statement of the

behavioral problem, a description of the subject, how the data were

recorded, baseline treatment and treatment outcome. From reports collected

Cz!lc.:1 program, almost all of the teachers

enrolled in courses, which requires the completion of a behavior change

study, experience success.

11.2.0 MORK CURIO:WYLY UNDERWAY IN FALL 1972

4.2.1 Since Arbruary, 1972, the School Psychology Program has been involved

in a project sponsored by the State Department of Education in which

evaluation of what has come to be called the "multiplier" effect is

taking place. The multiplier effect specifically entails training

representative school personnel from four counties on the Eastern Shore

in a fifteen week course in the application of behavior modification

principles to classroom managment. These representatives or "multipliers"

are to return to their counties to disseminate this knowledge. The

"multipliers" are being supported through consultative services and their .
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effectiveness of teaching teachers behavior modification evaluated (see

section 2.4.2). Each multiplier is assigned to work with one teacher.

The teachers wanting behavior modification training were divided into

experimental and control groups. The control group received no consultative

support services. The experimental group receives consultation and assistance

from the "multipliers" who, in turn, receive continued supervision in

helping teachers adopt a behavioral orientation, pinpointing problem

children in class, observing and recording behavior, developing behavioral

remediation programs, and generally imparting the principles and techniques

learned in their fifteen week course.

Undergraduate students from the University of Maryland have been trained

in observational procedures to serve as independent raters of classroom

activity for each pair:of groups. The observers will rate on-task, off-task

behavior of students in the classroom as defined by the activity the students

were supposed to be engaged in. In addition, the amount of time the teachers

spend on curriculum instruction vs. discipline is recorded. Rating of the

differential frequency of positive and negative comments of the teachers

while teaching and interacting with student vill be recorded via cassette

tape recorder and judged by independent judges.

This evaluation procedure is innovative in that the focus and thrust

of data collection will reflect changes in the behavior of the teachers

and students, rather than merely the verbal behavior or in-class performance

of the teacher on a pre-test, posttest. Airthermore, it will reflect how

effectively teachers can impart behavioral knowledge to other teachers. In

this way, behavior modification knowledge mey be able to be disseminated
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more widely to increasing numbers of teachers.

4.3. FUTURE PLANS

4.3.1 A symposium has been submitted to the National Association of

School Psychologists for their consideration for the spring meeting.

The symposium concerns evaluation of behavior modification programs. The

conclusions from the symposium should be of value to school psychologists

which should in turn, benefit teachers.



A1PENDIX FOR SECTION 4.1.0

Evalualion of Behavior Modification Problems

4.4.1 A.S.P.P. Evaluation Questionnaire

L..4.2 Graph of A.S.P.F. Pre-Tes:
Post-Test Rcults

4.4.3 Behavior Modification Questionnaire
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Chillren yc--__ no_

Ace and sex of children 1.

3.

4.

This is a: FTA

OTHEP

I am a teacher
parent
other

Aje

As you may know there is realtive17- new vay of ,,ori7infr v'!
railed behavior modification. V'e are interested in how 'Rue* ex-ori,r,

you have had to this approach and your reaction to :t. Vou1i -

p1Fnse complete tl:e rest of the form:

1. '1y experience with behavior modification has been: (chec -r-pri9to
items).

none at all
talked to others informally about it
been mentioned in class
have heard lectures or presentations
have seen a movie
have read article(s)
have read books)
have applied it in my dealing with children
other (please specify)

2. !ly reaction to the behavior modification approach is:

very negative
negative
neutral
_positive
very positive
do not know enough to judge

3. Oeneral Comments:


